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Summary of the Postal Regulatory 
Commission’s Annual Compliance Review 

(ACR) for FY 2018 

(Please note that press time for this summary was in early March.) 

As dictated by the 2006 Postal Accountability and Enhancement Act, the Postal 
Service’s Annual Compliance Report was filed with the Postal Regulatory Commission 
(PRC) on December 28th. The written 123-page report was accompanied by about 620 
files, mostly Excel, many under seal. The Report is intended to show that what 
happened in 2018 was consistent with the law. It followed Commission rules and 
requests made in the past by the PRC. It followed a now-familiar format by discussing 
revenues, costs, and volumes for each product, and includes attention to service 
performance, customer satisfaction, and customer access. The Commission allowed 
parties to comment and was to issue a Determination within 90 days (in late March), but 
this could be extended due to the Government shutdown. 

Much attention centers on the cost coverages and volumes. For flats, these are shown in 
the following three tables. 

Table 1 

Commercial Cost Coverages FY 2018 [FY 2017] 

MM Flats + Carrier Route 

     Percentage point decline in cost coverage 

  93.3%  [100.7%] 

    7.4 points 

High-Density and Saturation Flats and Parcels 

     Percentage point decline in cost coverage 

148.3%  [161.2%] 

  12.9 points 

Table 2 

Flats-Category Cost Coverages FY 2018  [FY 2017]

Commercial Nonprofit Product Total 

MM Flats   77.6%  [  81.7%] 45.3%  [50.3%]   68.6%  [  73.9%] 

Carrier Route 110.5%  [127.5%] 81.1%  [85.8%] 108.5%  [124.1%] 

HD-SAT  148.3%  [161.2%] 81.5%  [85.3%] 144.9%  [157.1%] 



Table 3
FY 2018 Volumes (000 omitted) & Percents Δ from FYs 2017 & 2016

Commercial Nonprofit Total 

MM Flats 

     From 2017 to 2018 

     From 2016 to 2017 

3,011,878 

-20.75% 

-25.4% 

1,066,889 

-6.72% 

-5.68%

4,078,768 

-17.5% 

-21.6%

Carrier Route 

     From 2017 to 2018 

     From 2016 to 2017 

6,516,587 

-0.71% 

+6.1%

517,526 

-9.3% 

+24.8%

7,034,113 

-1.39% 

+7.39%

High-Density 

     From 2017 to 2018 

     From 2016 to 2017 

2,306,131 

+14.1% 

+14.3%

130,696 

-13.5% 

+18.4% 

2,436,827 

+12.1% 

+14.6% 

Total 

     From 2017 to 2018 

     From 2016 to 2017 

11,834,596 

-4.4% 

-5.1% 

1,715,111 

-8.0% 

+3.8% 

13,549,707 

-4.9% 

-4.0% 

Another central focus is on the relation of workshare discounts to associated cost 
savings. For flats, two minor problems here were reported — both will be easy to fix and 
will not lead to notable rate changes. No major cost-method changes for flats were made 
in 2018. At the Commission’s request, the Report also discusses operations changes 
relating to flats (including bundle handling, AFSM100 usage [58 were removed in 2018], 
the FSS Scorecard, the Service performance Diagnostic Tool, and bundle breakage).  

Here is the FSS Scorecard: 

Performance Metric FY 18 FY 17

Throughput per hour (pph) 7,708 8,111
Delivery Point Sequence (DPS) 54.2% 54.7%

Mail Pieces At-Risk 4.6% 5.8%

Leakage 21.9% 20.1%

At press time, the PRC had sent 204 questions to the USPS, about 20 of which dealt 
with flats. Thirteen initial comments were filed by February 19, including ACMA. Two 
reply comments were filed on February 25, one by USPS and one by the National 
Taxpayers Union (which didn’t reply to anything). Two more were filed on March 1, one 
by Amazon and one by USPS. Both responded mainly to UPS.  The number of 
comments being filed is going down, as is the number of pages in each. Some mailers 
do not want to repeat the same thing year after year. Also, it is usually difficult to tell if 
comments had an effect. This is partly because the Commission recounts comments 
briefly, writes its conclusion separately, and seldom links the two. 

In our comments, ACMA pointed to large cost increases over a considerable period, and 
then raised a number of questions about the validity of the costs and the performance of 



the USPS. Our point was not that costing methods should be litigated in this case, as 
that is out of scope, but rather that the PRC should not take harsh steps based on costs 
that appear to raise questions of meaningfulness. 

In its reply comments, the Postal Service reacted to ACMA’s comments. It said:  (a) 
most questions raised are out of scope and (b) generally, the cost increases are all 
explained completely by losses in economies of scale due to volume declines. To make 
the scale argument, the Postal Service:  (a) took an elasticity of overall USPS costs with 
respect to volume changes and applied it at the level of the MM Flats product (which is 
hardly a defensible thing to do), (b) looked at the volume loss of MM Flats while failing to 
note that it declined much more than the volume of other flats products and (c) took an 
elasticity designed for small volume changes and applied it in a continuous way over a 
wide volume, by pure assumption.  

The Postal Service did not note that a substantial portion of MM Flats costs are treated 
as 100% variable with volume, that rural carriers are paid on a piece basis and are 
therefore variable with volume, that the in-office portion of city-carrier costs are variable 
with volume, or that the city-carrier street costs are as likely to approach a constant 
marginal cost as they are to have a constant elasticity. In other words, the USPS implied 
“we can’t help it that the costs are up and up, we have simply lost scale.” 

What does all this mean?  There is no end in sight to the cost increases. ACMA has 
pointed out that the cost being shown for 5d automation flats (including the lesser 
presort levels) are considerably higher than they should be. CR is under some control 
but should be lower. Therefore, CR should be tightened by the Postal Service and 
mailers should merge their mail and enter it as CR or HD. 

--- 
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INITIAL COMMENTS OF THE  

AMERICAN CATALOG MAILERS ASSOCIATION (ACMA) 

(February 14, 2019) 

 

 Pursuant to Commission Orders No. 4960 and 4988, respectively “Notice of 

Postal Service’s Filing of Annual Compliance Report and Request for Public Comments” 

and “Order Extending Comment Deadlines,” ACMA is pleased to submit these 

comments, with accompanying workbook ACMA_ACR2018_Workbook.xlsx.1 

I.  Introduction. 

Generally, catalogs are portions of 42 Commercial flats categories, which, after 

being combined with an equal number of Nonprofit flats categories and with a limited 

number of MM CR letters, MM CR parcels, and MM HD-SAT parcels, are reported in 

the CRA Report (CRA) as subsumed pieces of three products:  (1) MM Flats, (2) MM 

                                            
1  The workbook develops the graphs and figures used.  Figures found readily in the rate 
schedule, billing determinants, or CRA Report, as appropriate, are not specifically sourced.  
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Carrier Route, and (3) MM High-Density and Saturation Flats and Parcels.2  Catalogs 

are a moderate proportion of MM Flats, a large proportion of MM CR, and a smaller 

proportion of HD-SAT, though we have no data to quantify these proportions.  The 

pieces in a specific mailing event usually fall into several different of the 42 categories. 

 Catalogs offer a wide range of goods and services, some of which are otherwise 

difficult to find.  Catalogs are recognized in the mailbox and are valued by recipients.  

They are one of the Postal Service’s largest markets.  They generate follow-on mail in 

non-MM categories, including First-Class, Retail Ground, Priority, and Priority Express.  

Postage is an important cost to catalogers, and postal rates are a key determinant of 

the volume mailed. 

 As explained herein, it is ACMA’s view that (a) the costs reported for the various 

flats categories raise serious questions of validity, so much so that they cannot be used 

to estimate the profitability of additions to volume,3 whether the addition is a catalog or 

                                            
2  In these comments, unless qualified:  MM refers to USPS Marketing Mail; Carrier Route 
and CR refer to the Carrier Route product (mainly flats, with a very small number of letters and 
parcels); High-Density and HD refer to the composite of MM High-Density Flats and MM High-
Density Plus Flats (which contain a de minimis (or zero) number of parcels); Saturation and SAT 
refer to the MM Saturation Flats category (which also contains a de minimis (or zero) number of 
parcels).  Most catalogs are dropshipped; entry at a Destination Delivery Unit (DDU) is an option 
in some categories, but is used in limited degree by catalogs.  In ECR (which includes CR, HD, 
and SAT), 2.87% of the pieces paying postage as flats are letter-shaped. 
 

Most catalogs are automation compatible and most qualify for the IMb discount.  A 
majority are co-mailed.  Most are on pallets.  Some are sent as Bound Printed Matter.  A small 
number are sent as First-Class.  A few small-format catalogs use MM Letters.  “Brick and 
mortar” retailers sometimes send both saturation catalogs and targeted catalogs, and many 
catalog companies are multi-channel. 

 
3  The costs reported as attributable are classified as being either marginal or 
inframarginal.  Total attributable is the sum of the two.  Small additions to volume, whether or 
not rate induced or NSA induced, would not incur inframarginal costs.  The difficulties we 
identify apply mainly to the marginal costs (often called the volume-variable costs). 
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some other flat, (b) the incessant growth in the costs reported for the various flats 

categories, despite initiatives to lower them, is making it clearer and clearer that the 

Postal Service is failing in its obligation to provide mailers with an efficient delivery 

service, and (c) mailers have every right to ask for a tighter, more tailored, lower-cost 

processing stream into which we stand ready to prepare mail to flow efficiently into and 

through.   

II.  Revenue, Cost, and Volume Results for FY2018. 

 Though once the principal category, MM Flats now accounts for just 30.1% of the 

non-Saturation flats volume.  A change in the rates of it would affect the volumes of MM 

Flats, CR, and High-Density.  From the point of view of the market, these categories are 

interdependent.  Accordingly, their profitability should be looked at together.4  The 

profitability of High-Density is usually reported with Saturation.  Using the estimates in 

USPS Folder 27, Nonprofit can be pulled out, which allows a focus on Commercial.5  

                                            
4 ACMA’s comments herein do not depend on whether the Postal Service decides to 
designate these categories as a single “product.”  See USPS Compliance Report at 18, and 
Response to CHIR No. 1, Question 15. 
 
5  In reply comments in Docket No. ACR2015, ACMA explained that the history of the 
Nonprofit rates, including guiding legislation, is consistent with all mailers together funding the 
Nonprofit rates (at 8-14).  Further, it is difficult to square the behavioral characteristics of the 
current arrangement with the apparent intent of Congress.  In its 2015 ACD, the Commission 
responded to this matter by saying that ACMA could “petition the Commission to consider such 
issues in another proceeding” (at 77).  However, for purposes of assessing the rates being paid 
by Commercial mailers and by catalogers specifically, another proceeding is not needed.  There 
is no bar to considering the cost coverages shown in these comments. 
 
 Furthermore, building on and incorporating the comments ACMA has made in the past, 
ACMA suggests that this Nonprofit matter be considered in the Commission’s 10-year review.  It 
is just plain difficult to view as reasonable that commercial mailers, including catalogers, think 
every day about increasing volume and the Postal Service reports no data that would allow an 
assessment of whether an increase would be profitable to it. 
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Cost coverages for the Commercial categories are shown in Table 1, which includes 

corresponding results for FY 2017 in brackets. 

 

Table 1 

Commercial Cost Coverages FY 2018 [FY 2017] 

MM Flats + Carrier Route 

     Percentage point decline in cost coverage 

  93.3%  [100.7%] 

    7.4 points 

High-Density and Saturation Flats and Parcels 

     Percentage point decline in cost coverage 

148.3%  [161.2%] 

  12.9 points 

 

 That the cost coverages declined as much as 7.4 and 12.9 points, despite the 

rate increases early in the year, makes it clear that the costs increased significantly.  

Aspects of this matter are dealt with in these comments.  Table 2 shows the same 

results for a wider range of categories. 

 

Table 2 

Flats-Category Cost Coverages FY 2018  [FY 2017] 

 Commercial Nonprofit Product Total 

MM Flats   77.6%  [  81.7%] 45.3%  [50.3%]   68.6%  [  73.9%] 

Carrier Route 110.5%  [127.5%] 81.1%  [85.8%] 108.5%  [124.1%] 

HD-SAT  148.3%  [161.2%] 81.5%  [85.3%] 144.9%  [157.1%] 

 

FY 2018 volumes are shown in Table 3, along with percentage changes for FYs 

2018 and 2017.   
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Table 3 
FY 2018 Volumes (000 omitted) & Percents Δ from FYs 2017 & 2016 

 Commercial Nonprofit Total 

MM Flats 

     From 2017 to 2018 

     From 2016 to 2017 

3,011,878 

-20.75% 

-25.4% 

1,066,889 

-6.72% 

-5.68% 

4,078,768 

-17.5% 

-21.6% 

Carrier Route 

     From 2017 to 2018 

     From 2016 to 2017 

6,516,587 

-0.71% 

+6.1% 

517,526 

-9.3% 

+24.8% 

7,034,113 

-1.39% 

+7.39% 

High-Density 

     From 2017 to 2018 

     From 2016 to 2017 

2,306,131 

+14.1% 

+14.3% 

130,696 

-13.5% 

+18.4% 

2,436,827 

+12.1% 

+14.6% 

Total 

     From 2017 to 2018 

     From 2016 to 2017 

11,834,596 

-4.4% 

-5.1% 

1,715,111 

-8.0% 

+3.8% 

13,549,707 

-4.9% 

-4.0% 

 

In MM Flats, Commercial volume declined much more than Nonprofit volume     

(-20.75% v. -6.72%).  This happened last year as well (Commercial down 25.4% and 

Nonprofit down 5.68%), making MM Flats much more a category for Nonprofit.  The 

suggestion is that commercial mailers, in greater degree than nonprofit mailers, are 

either reducing their volume or finding ways to migrate to CR and HD.  In the case of 

migration they are doing privately what was done in the past by the Postal Service.  

That Nonprofit grew in importance accounts for a portion of the decline in the cost 

coverage.  In Carrier Route, Commercial declined less in 2018 and grew less in 2017.  

The relative growth (smaller decline) in 2018 contributed to an increase in the coverage 

of CR.  Despite this contribution, the net coverage of CR declined considerably, 

meaning that the inherent decline was that much greater.  
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III.  The ACMA Cost Index Can Be Used to Quantify the Role 
of Cost Increases in Explaining the Decreases in 

Reported Cost Coverage. 

 Table 2 shows that the cost coverages of MM Flats and CR declined 5.3 

percentage points and 15.6 percentage points, respectively.6  Each of these is a large 

decline, particularly given that rate increases occurred early in the year.  One way to 

look into the causes of this is to prepare weighted indexes of the unit costs of the 

attendant operations.7  Weights hold the mix constant and thus cut through some of the 

complexity caused by volume shifts, some of which were due to changes in the product 

category that housed the FSS’ed volumes that qualified inherently for CR.  

 The ideal weighted unit cost index takes this form 

 ∑ (𝑉𝑖,1 𝑥 𝑈𝐶𝑖,2)𝑁
𝑖=1

∑ (𝑉𝑖,1 𝑥 𝑈𝐶𝑖,1)𝑁
𝑖=1

  
                                  

where UCi,j  is the unit cost of elemental processing activity i in period j.  The summation 

is over N processing steps or activities.  The weights, Vi,1, are the corresponding period-

1 volumes and are the same in the numerator and denominator.  A quotient of 1.05 

                                            
6  In its Compliance Report (at 33-35), the Postal Service explains that during the first 
quarter of 2017, the revenues and costs of CR mail destined to FSS zones were reported as 
parts of MM Flats, though paying CR rates.  Thus, contributing to a decline in CR coverage in 
2018 was that a full proportion (the proportion going to FSS zones) of CR mail received high-
cost FSS processing.  Its unit revenue was approximately unchanged by having back the first-
quarter volume, and its (average) unit cost increased.  Similarly, it explains, a lesser proportion 
of MM Flats received high-cost FSS processing.  Its average unit cost would decline (due to the 
lesser proportion) and its unit revenue would increase because the CR portion in Quarter 1 was 
permitted to pay CR rates.  This would contribute to an increase in the coverage of MM Flats.  
Only mail processing costs were affected by this shift. 
 
7  In comments in Docket No. RM2018-1 (October 1, 2018), ACMA suggested that the 
Postal Service develop weighted unit cost indexes for its products.  An index that it develops 
would not need to be identical to the ACMA index discussed herein, but we believe the results 
would be essentially the same. 
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would mean that the average unit cost for an unchanged product mix was 5% higher in 

period 2 than in period 1.  If the index were pegged at 100 in period 1, one would say 

that the level of unit cost in period 2 is 105.  Since the price index used in rate 

proceedings is identical except that UC is replaced by P (P=price), this index and its 

properties are familiar. 

 Developing a unit cost index is ordinarily a considerable undertaking.  However, 

in its Initial Comments in Docket No. ACR2011, ACMA showed that such an index can 

be closely approximated with an index developed from the price index and the cost 

coverages.8  We have referred to this as the ACMA unit cost index. 

 For the period since FY 1998, Graph 1 shows the ACMA unit cost index for MM 

Flats and Carrier Route, along with the factor price index.9  To allow a comparison, the 

index for MM Letters is also shown. 

                                            
8  Although care is needed to get the formulation right, it is not difficult to see that cost-
increase information is contained in the rate index and the cost coverages.  The cost coverage 
is the revenue over the cost.  If the rates increase, the revenue increases, which increases the 
coverage.  If the cost increases, the coverage decreases.  If the rate increase is accounted for, 
the reason left for a coverage decline is a cost increase.  Mix changes are recognized in the 
numerator (because rates are weighted by volume) and the denominator (because elemental 
costs are weighted by volume). 
 
 Implicit in the ACMA cost index is a price-weighted quantity index.  (This is because an 
index of unweighted total costs divided by a unit cost index is, by definition, a quantity index.)  In 
its Reply Comments in Docket No. ACR2011, the Public Representative reasoned that a cost-
weighted quantity index might relate more closely to workload.  In its Comments in Docket No. 
R2013-1 (Nov. 1, 2012), ACMA developed a cost-weighted quantity index and showed that its 
behavior over time is substantially the same as the implicit price-weighted quantity index. 
 
9  Factors of production are inputs to production processes.  Prices paid for factors are 
termed “factor prices.”  Obviously, factor prices are important determinants of costs.  In the 
Postal Service, the main factors are labor, transportation, and equipment.  If the weighted-
average of the prices paid for the factors used increases 10 %, for example, and nothing else 
changes, one would expect the cost to increase 10%.  If the cost increases less than 10%, it 
would normally be because of technical innovation and productivity increases.  An all-inclusive 
index of factor prices for the Postal Service is one of the outputs of the Total Factor Productivity 
(TFP) analysis. 
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The Carrier Route index is pegged at the 2007 level of the MM Flats index, because 

earlier data for CR are not available.  Almost none of the changes this year are due to 

changes in costing method.10  For 2015, the new city carrier costing analysis explained 

part of the increases for MMF and CR.  The increases this year and last year are each 

larger than the 2015 increases.  The curve for MM Letters, on the other hand, is within 

bounds and approximately what one would expect.  It is below factor prices and thus 

shows an increase in the efficiency of letter operations. 

 It is interesting to note that the curves for both MMF and CR increase and 

decrease together over the last several years.  This suggests that the index is correcting 

properly for mix changes.  Specifically, the curves do not reflect FSS’ed CR volume 

shifting in and out of MM Flats.  Graph 3 below, which shows unweighted costs, shows 

some effects of the shifting. 

                                            
10  See USPS Compliance Report at 32, “no major costing method[] changes.” 
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 The picture painted by this graph is a picture of the martyr of flats.  Mailers have 

made improvements in mail preparation.  The Postal Service points to a long list of 

initiatives purported to have reduced costs.  Yet since FY 1998 the unit cost of MM 

Flats, mix held constant, is up 188.6% (and CR is up similarly).  Factor prices are up 

only 76.1%.  Rates are up 93.3%, more than enough to cover the factor price increases.  

As a result, the cost coverage has declined from 102.5% to 68.6%.  What has been 

happening?  A relatively small part of the cost increase was due to changes in costing 

procedures.  A common refrain is to point to lost scale economies, but there are 

problems with this explanation:  (a) the scale of operations has not changed, (b) scale 

losses, if they occurred, would not be this large, and (c) scale losses in cost segments 

with high variabilities cannot occur, by definition—if volume losses have caused cost 

increases, then the variability analysis is wrong and the costs are too high, no 

explanation allows otherwise.  The sections that follow examine associated matters. 

IV.  An Examination of City vs. Rural Delivery Costs 
Reveals that the Cost Increases Are Larger than Apparent 

in Aggregate Documents. 

 As part of its development of delivery costs for 81 key categories, now strangely 

excluding CR, the Postal Service provides an Excel workbook called UDCmodel18 (see 

Folder 19).  Similar workbooks existed in earlier years.  In the overall, these workbooks 

develop city-plus-rural delivery costs for each category, per the total volume of pieces in 

the category, which means per representative (or average) piece.  In FY 2018, for 

example, in MMF, 64% of a representative piece incurs city costs and 36% of it incurs 

rural costs.  However, these workbooks also provide the city-delivered volumes and the 

rural-delivered volumes.  Therefore, it is relatively easy to express city costs per city-
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delivered piece and rural costs per rural-delivered piece.  We did this for MM Flats, with 

piggyback factors applied.  Table 4 shows the results for FYs 2016 through 2018, with 

percentage changes.   

 

 

For city carriers the office costs are lower for FSS’ed flats than for cased flats, 

  

Table 4:  Unit MM Flats Costs of City and Rural Carriers per City-Delivered and 

per Rural-Delivered Piece, for FYs 2016 through 2017, with Year-on-Year Changes 

Category 
2018 

cost/pc 
Δ from 
2017 

 
2017 

cost/pc 
Δ from  
2016  

2016 
cost/pc 

Office direct casing cost 

      Per cased piece 

      Change f/ prior year 

13.31¢ 

16.44¢ 

 

+31.97% 

+16.33% 

+ 2.31¢ 

 

10.09¢ 

14.13¢ 

 

+18.03% 

+ 1.82% 

+ 0.25¢ 

 

8.55¢ 

13.88¢ 

 

Office direct non-casing cost 3.92¢ +48.04%  2.64¢ +36.79%  1.93¢ 

Office overhead cost 4.59¢ +42.54%  3.22¢ +11.58%  2.89¢ 

     Office Total (w/ O. on St.) 22.21¢ +36.05%  16.33¢ +18.16%  3.82¢ 

Street direct delivery cost 6.78¢ -  7.62%  7.34¢ - 12.86%  8.42¢ 

Street delivery support cost 0.68¢ -  7.69%  0.74¢ - 12.99%  0.85¢ 

Office cost burdened on street 0.39¢ +  2.69%  0.38¢ - 15.01%  0.45¢ 

     Street Total (w/o O. on St.) 7.46¢ -  7.57%  8.07¢ - 12.92%  9.27¢ 

City Carrier Total 29.67¢ +21.62%  24.40¢ + 5.68%  23.09¢ 

Rural Carrier Total 10.53¢ +17.39%  8.97¢ + 7.24%  8.36¢ 

     Total 22.85¢ +17.97%  19.37¢ + 4.00%  18.62¢ 

     Total Apparent in CRA 21.59¢ +12.22%  19.24¢ +11.14%  17.31¢ 
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and the street costs are higher.11  In FY 2018 MM Flats did not pick up any costs for CR 

volume processed on the FSS.  In FY 2017, however, it picked up such costs through 

January 21.  We will refer to this as 4 months, even though (a) the pickup occurred only 

for mail to routes in FSS zones and (b) the volume per month varies.  Because the 

pickup occurred for a fraction of a year on a fraction of the routes, the effect is not as 

large as might at first be thought.  Also, we will refer to CR volume that moves into or 

out of MM Flats as shifting volume.  The Postal Service has referred to it as migrating 

volume (USPS ACR at 34). 

This shifted CR volume (a) increased the volume of MMF by a certain proportion, 

(b) increased the MMF office costs less than that proportion (because the shifted 

volume is not cased, though a portion of it is collated12), and (c) increased the MMF 

street costs more than that proportion (as a greater proportion of the shifted pieces 

incurs the higher FSS street costs than the proportion of the base MMF pieces that 

incurs these higher costs).   

If the office advantage was greater than the street disadvantage, the balance is 

that the presence of this shifted volume lowered the 2017 unit MMF city carrier costs 

                                            
11  See USPS Reply Comments, Docket No ACR2016, at 36, explaining an additional 2.8 
seconds of street time for each cased flat and an additional 5.2 seconds (85.7% more) for each 
FSS’ed flat.  Note, however, that the portion of FSS’ed flats that is collated receives the same 
treatment (and costs) on the street as cased flats, because, in effect, collated flats have been 
cased. 
 
12  We presume the collation process functions as follows.  Mail-to-be-cased for routes is 
cased.  Any FSS’ed pieces arrive and are given to the carriers.  If a route is a walking route, the 
carrier will collate the FSS’ed pieces.  This means they will be cased along with the pieces 
already cased.  The FSS’ed pieces to be collated would cover nearly all of the stops on the 
route and they are already walk sequenced.  Also, if several pieces go to the same stop, they 
are together and can be handled together.  Therefore, the collation process would be rapid.  
After collation, all pieces in the case would be pulled down.  Note that since the route is an FSS 
route, the number of pieces in the case before collation might be relatively small. 
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somewhat.  Relative to 2017, then, the unit MMF costs in 2018 would appear higher 

because 2018 has no shifted pieces.  As between office and street, the shifted volume 

would cause the 2017 office costs to be lowered significantly and the 2017 street costs 

to be somewhat higher, thus explaining at least part of the 36.05% increase for the 2018 

Office Total and the 7.57% decrease for the 2018 Street Total in Table 4.   

In FY 2016, MM Flats picked up about 8 months more of the costs for shifted CR 

flats than in 2017, i.e., it picked them up for the whole year.  Similarly, then, this would 

explain at least part of the 18.16% increase in the 2017 Office Total and the 12.92% 

decrease in the 2017 Street Total.13  However, since 2017 had about 4 months more of 

shifted volume than 2018 (which has zero months), and 2016 had about 8 months more 

of shifted volume than 2017, the shifting does not explain why the 36.05% is not lower 

than the 18.16%.  That is, if 8 months of shifted volume propelled the 2017 office 

increase to 18.16%, how did 4 months of shifted volume propel the 2018 office increase 

all the way up to 36.05%?  It appears that the office costs in 2018 are inexplicably high, 

certainly not explained by the shifted CR volume in 2017. 

In FY 2018, a year of no shifted CR volume, approximately 20% of the MMF 

pieces were FSS’ed, and about half of these needed to be collated.14  The Postal 

Service incurs, then, FSS costs for 20% (of the volume), collation costs for 10%, and 

casing costs for 80%.  The office direct casing cost per city-delivered MMF piece is 

                                            
13  For a discussion of CR volume to FSS zones shifting to MMF, see USPS ACR in the 
instant docket at 33-35. 
 
14  We take Foot routes and Park & Loop routes to be walking routes, for which collation is 
required.  We do not know the current proportion of walking routes.  In FY 2015, 57.0% of 
routes were walking routes, down slightly from 2014.  See Response to CHIR No. 13, Question 
19, Docket No. ACR2015 (February 26, 2016). 
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shown in Table 4 to be 13.31¢.  If this cost is expressed per cased MM piece, it rises to 

16.44¢.  This is substantially high.  With adequate volume, a representative carrier 

receiving 16.44¢ for each piece cased would soon be a rich carrier, and he would not 

complain at having to go through a rapid collation process for about 10% of his pieces, 

which are, importantly, highly dense relative to the route and already walk sequenced.  

Inquiry into why it costs this much to case a flat, a cost that is developed to be marginal 

in nature, should be a priority.   

FY 2016 has about 8 months more shifted volume than 2017, and 2017 has 

about 4 months more than 2018.  This would make 2016’s cost per cased piece 8 

months lower than 2017 and 2017’s 4 months lower than 2018.  So the 2017 increase 

should be larger than the 2018 increase, and it is not; it is smaller instead, 2017 at 

1.82% and 2018 at 16.33%.  Why is the 2018 increase, at 2.31¢/piece, so much larger 

than the 2017 increase, at 0.25¢/piece, when it should be smaller?  As concluded 

above, the office cost of MMF in 2018 is exceedingly high. 

Now consider the direct street delivery cost.  This cost declined 12.86% in 2017 

and 7.62% in 2018.  These may be due to 2016 having 8 months of high street costs for 

shifted CR, 2017 having 4 months, and 2018 having zero months.  If so, these cost 

declines do not reflect a tightening of street operations, rather they reflect in 

considerable degree the exclusion in the more recent years of the higher street costs of 

the CR FSS’ed pieces. 

Going further, compare the 2018 City Total cost of 29.67¢, a cost that is free from 

effects of shifting CR volume, to the Rural Total cost of 10.53¢.  City costs are well-

known to be higher than rural costs, the latter being based on an “evaluation system.”  
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Expressed on an hourly wage-rate basis, the Postal Service assesses them at 12.5% 

higher.15  But 29.67¢ is 181.8% higher than 10.53¢.  The weighted total of city plus rural 

is 22.85¢, up 17.97% from 2017.  At 21.59¢, the CRA figure is somewhat lower due to 

the discrepancy that the total volume is higher than the sum of the city and the rural 

volume. 

Table 4 also shows some smaller components, like the increase of 48.04% for 

direct non-casing cost in the office, and 42.54% for office overhead.  The levels and 

behavior of these costs raise questions as well. 

One more effect, less obvious than those above, deserves attention:  If the 

increase of the City Carriers Total is 21.62% and the increase of the Rural Carrier Total 

is 17.39%, how can the average increase (apparent in the CRA) be less than either, at 

12.22%?  We offer a two-part answer.  (1) The discrepancy noted above, that the total 

MMF volume is greater than the sum of the city-delivered volume and the rural-

delivered volume, dilutes the cost increase apparent in simple CRA comparisons.  This 

discrepancy allowed the CRA total to increase 12.22% instead of 17.97%.  No 

discrepancy appeared in 2017.16  (2) The city volume declined more rapidly than the 

rural volume, city down 25.23% and rural down 14.37%.  This means that a greater 

proportion of MM Flats volume is now being delivered by rural carriers, which makes the 

average cost lower.  This same effect occurred in 2017, with city down 19.23% and rural 

                                            
15  See Postal Service response to Question 7 of CHIR No. 6, February 8, 2019. 
 
16  We call this volume difference (that the total volume [often called the RPW volume] is 
higher than the sum of city and rural delivered volumes) a “discrepancy” because we do not 
understand it.  Since the difference was virtually zero in 2017, it may not be ordinary. 
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down 10.20%.  It is revealed, then, that very large increases in the costs exist but are 

hidden by a shift to rural. 

The shift to rural can be combined with the shift to Nonprofit, the latter shown in 

Table 3 (on page 5).  With the two together, it appears that MM Flats is becoming a 

Nonprofit service to rural Americans.  The nonprofit content could be soliciting funds, 

providing information, or offering services—we do not know.  As a matter of policy, 

understanding this should dampen any concern that the category is under water. 

V.  Further Comparisons, City Casing, City Street, and 
Five-Digit Mail Processing Cost. 

 When an estimate is developed, one looks for ways to determine how good it is.  

One way to test results is to compare behaviors over time with what would be expected.  

Another is to compare results with expert opinion.  Such tests are often subjective.  

Sometimes a separate analysis can be done to focus narrowly on a comparison, such 

as doing an MTM study of relative carrier motions, setting up controlled experiments, or 

doing stop-watch timings.  An idiomatic expression for some of these tests is whether 

the results pass the sniff test.  Some of the tests in this section could be called sniff 

tests. 

 City Carrier Casing Time.  Graph 2 shows estimates of the direct casing time in 

seconds, per cased piece, for MM Flats, MM CR, and Periodicals, without direct non-

casing time or the application of piggyback factors.  For walking routes, these times 

include, since 2011, time to collate sequenced FSS pieces with already cased pieces.17  

                                            
17  In 2018, 18.99% of MMF volume was FSS’ed.  Source:  Folder 19, UDCInputs18.xlsx.  
Of this, only the mail for foot and park & loop routes would be collated. 
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This adds to the numerator but not the denominator.  They also include a small amount 

for container positioning, handling UAA, and pulldown.18 

  

 

 At about 5 seconds, consistent with a casing speed of 12 pieces per minute, the 

Periodicals casing time is reasonably well behaved.19  No effect of FSS collation is 

                                            
18  See USPS Reply Comments, Docket No. ACR2016, at 37.  In the MM class, the time to 
handle UAA mail should not be large.  Some of it goes to an address even if the person has 
moved.  We believe address correction service and forwarding are seldom requested.  Pulldown 
time covers all mail categories in the case and should not be large on a unit basis. 
 
19  The Periodicals times in the graph are for the Periodicals class, which includes Regular, 
Nonprofit, Classroom, and In-County.  The first three of these together is often referred to as 
Outside County, although some of the pieces in it are delivered within the county of publication 
(because they do not qualify for In-County rates). 
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apparent.20  The declines in 2017 and 2018 could be due to increases in the proportion 

that is carrier-route and finer presort, which went from 56.2% in 2016 to 69.8% in 

2018.21  A requirement for that presort level is line-of-travel (LOT), which is cased more 

rapidly than mail of the lesser presort levels.   

MM Carrier Route, however, is all LOT, and we suspect it has more pieces per 

route than Periodicals.  Its casing time is below Periodicals in most years, 61.2% below 

it in 2004, but 24% above it in 2018.  Further, the casing time of CR has increased from 

1.8 seconds in 2004 to 5.5 seconds in 2018, neither of which years was affected by CR-

FSS shifting to MMF.22  This is an increase of 3.7 seconds per piece, 206% in 

proportionate terms.  Multiplied by the cased CR volume, 3.7 seconds is 1,778 work 

years, with no allowance for sick leave or annual leave.  This is a substantially large 

increase in both absolute and relative terms.  It warrants serious questions.  Logic 

would argue that CR should be below Periodicals.23 

                                            
20  In FY 2018, the proportions of volume FSS’ed for MM Flats, Carrier Route, and 
Periodicals were 18.99%, 20.03%, and 17.20%, respectively.  The proportions in 2017, in the 
same order, were 28.60%, 14.02%, and 18.37%.  Only the pieces for walking routes would be 
collated.  See file UDCInputs18.xlsx in Folder 19. 
 
21  Calculable directly from the billing determinants, USPS Folder 4, Dockets No. ACR2016 
and ACR2018.  An increase this large over just two years is noteworthy.  Against a passthrough 
of 70% for carrier-route presort, it indicates that the private sector is taking over all postal work 
prior to carrier casing.  Passthrough from Folder 3. 
 
22  If CR mail for FSS zones leaves CR and goes to MMF, the casing time per cased piece 
for CR should decrease because of savings in collation time.  In 2015, about 4 months of 
volume left, but the cost increased.  All of the volume for FSS zones was gone in 2016, but the 
costs did not change.  Three quarters of volume returned in 2017, but costs did not change.  
Therefore, the effect of shifting volume is not apparent in CR. 
 
23  A separate analysis of the casing speed of CR and Periodicals might be helpful here.  If 
CR tends to be cased at 1.25 times the speed of Periodicals, a constraint could be built into the 
costing system.  Such studies have been done before, like the one done by witness Shipe in 
Docket No. R90-1 for Saturation rates.  See also USPS-LR-I-307, Docket No. R2000-1. 
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Similarly, the casing time for MM Flats has increased from 5.7 seconds in 2004 

to 9.4 seconds in 2018, two years in which it did not receive CR mail for FSS 

processing.  This is another 3.7 seconds and another block of workyears, this time 993.  

In proportionate terms, 3.7 seconds is an increase of 64%, indicating that casing speed 

went from 10.5 pieces per minute in 2004 down to 6.4 pieces per minute in 2018.  This 

is a period during which the proportion of machinable pieces in MM Flats increased 

substantially, which would probably contribute to an increase in casing speed.   

 These results raise questions that should be answered before they are taken as 

measures of cost changes that would be associated with volume changes, or of costs 

that are fairly attributable.  First, what is the cause of the trend-like increases for all 

categories except Periodicals?  Would this occur in a tightly controlled productive 

operation?24  Second, why is the casing time for MM Flats so much higher than the 

casing time for CR, which itself has increased to inordinate levels?  It is true that MM 

Flats would be cased more slowly, but it is also true that a significant portion of MM 

Flats is printed in house-number sequence, which is preserved in degrees when it is 

sorted to carrier route. 

 A portion of these increases may be due to the need to collate FSS’ed mail with 

cased mail for walking routes.  But in 2018, only 20.0% of CR and 19.0% of MMF was 

FSS’ed, and only about half of the routes are walking routes.  Further, since the FSS’ed 

volume is sequenced, the collation process should proceed rapidly.  If collation costs 

                                            
24  It is well known that the industrial engineers at UPS have more stop watches than 
pencils.  More recently, we have seen videos of robots and super-efficient people at Amazon’s 
warehouses.  Attention of this kind is critical to achieving a low-cost operation. 
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due to the FSS are causing these costs to increase, the Postal Service should quantify 

the effect. 

 City Carrier Direct Street Time.  A review similar to the one for direct casing 

time can be done for direct street time.  For city delivery carriers, Graph 3 shows 

estimates of the marginal direct street time in seconds for MM Flats and MM CR.  For 

reference, curves for Periodicals and MM Letters are also shown.  None of the curves 

include street support time, in-office time burdened on street, or the application of 

piggyback factors. 

 

 Over the period since FY 2004, the marginal street time for MM Letters increased 

from 2.6 seconds to 3.6 seconds, an increase of 40.6%.  The small decline in 2015 

appears due to the new street cost analysis.  With new costing throughout, the increase 

would be 40.6+%.  The volume of MM Letters declined 3.3% over the period; the USPS-

wide volume of letters and cards declined about 27%.  Some observers would write-off 
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delivery operations has not changed.25  But even if some scale economies were lost, a 

volume loss of 27% would not be expected to cause a cost increase of 40.6+%.  A cost 

increase of 5% maybe, but not 40.6+%. 

The street times of CR and MM Flats have increased, in order, 139.2% and 

119.4%, including the effects of the 2015 costing change.  These increases are 2.9 to 

3.4 times as large as the increase for MM Letters.  The flats handled by city carriers 

would include First-Class, MM Flats, CR, and HD.   We have not attempted to calculate 

the decline of this volume, but it is in all likelihood larger than the decline of 27% of 

letters.  Still, the increase in street time is exceedingly large and warrants specific 

inquiry.   

When we presented these figures in the 2016 Compliance Review, the Postal 

Service explained on reply that street costs are incurred on the basis of the container of 

the mail:  a flat in a container of cased mail taking an additional 2.8 seconds and a flat in 

a container of FSS’ed mail taking an additional 5.2 seconds.26  This extra street cost for 

FSS’ed mail explains some of the volatility in this graph, but not its general level.  For 

example, in 2015 the CR-FSS volume was counted as part of MM Flats for just over 4 

months, but in 2016 it was so counted for the entire year.  In 2016, then, the graph 

accordingly shows an increase for MM Flats and a decline for Carrier Route.   

                                            
25  In its Reply Comments in Docket No. ACR2016, the Postal Service refers to “the known 
economies of density in delivery” causing an “increase in marginal time” (at 35).  Generally, 
however, economies of density refer to dividing a fixed cost by a larger volume.  Since the street 
times are designed to be marginal, and therefore would not include fixed costs, they should not 
increase due to a loss of economies of density. 
 
26  USPS Reply Comments, Docket No. ACR2016, at 36. 
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The levels of these street times, and the increases in them, are too high.  If all of 

the elevation is caused by the FSS, the Postal Service should quantify that effect and 

explain why it is appropriate.  Mailers have every right to expect a tight, smooth street 

system that delivers their mail at a low cost. 

The Cost of Processing Automation 5d Presorted Flats.  In our initial 

comments in Docket No. ACR2016, we included several observations about the mail 

processing cost of 5d automation pieces, which account for 69.3% of Commercial 

automation.  In reply comments, the Postal Service corrected three early cost figures.  

With its correction, the mail processing cost of these flats, after being deflated by a clerk 

wage index, is about 7% below the 1998 level, despite significant volume loss.27  During 

this period, improvements were made in equipment and mail preparation, including 

improved barcodes.  Nothing apparent in this result suggests a meaningful loss in scale 

economies. 

But the real problem with the mail processing cost of 5d auto flats is not its 

behavior over time; rather, it is its current level of 25.88¢.  This is 6.52 times the 

corresponding cost for 5d auto letters.  Viewed another way, it is 20.59¢ higher than the 

mail processing cost of CR.28  Under good conditions, a CR bundle is sorted to a 

container that is taken to a delivery unit, where a clerk channels it to a carrier.  A 5d 

                                            
27  It is not clear what volume is relevant to 5d costs.  Mail at lesser presort levels, at later 
stages in its processing, goes through some of the same processing as 5d.  Also, it would seem 
that Periodicals and First-Class would often be processed along with it too. 
 
28  Mail processing cost for 5d auto (25.88¢/piece) from MM Flats sheet in Folder 11, and 
mail processing cost for CR (5.29¢/piece) from Unit Cost Detail sheet in Folder 30.  The latter 
folder shows a cost for CR on pallets of 3.14¢/piece, which is not comparable to the 5d auto 
cost.  Some of the CR on pallets may be entered at the DDU.  The 5d auto cost for MM Letters 
is found in Folder 10. 
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bundle is sorted to the appropriate AFSM100, where it receives one sort and is dumped 

into a tub for one carrier.  Then the tub is taken to a delivery unit, where a clerk 

channels it to a carrier.  Since there should be more pieces in a tub than in a bundle, the 

per-piece cost of channeling the tub should be lower.  So the 20.59¢, which is a 

substantial sum in the world of postal processing, covers one sort on an AFSM100. 

The spreadsheet model of the handling of 5d auto flats shows an AFSM100 cost 

of 1.847¢ per piece.  To this is added indirect costs of 1.350¢.  After a downward 

adjustment of 0.034¢ to remove the effects of premium pay, the cost becomes 3.169¢.  

When costs for a bundle-sort are factored in, plus some costs for pieces that take a 

more circuitous route, a dizzying total of 11.650¢ is obtained.  But that is not all.  This 

cost is then multiplied by a CRA adjustment factor of 1.358, to align modeled costs with 

myriad other costs associated with handling flats.  The spreadsheet estimating the 

11.650¢, which models other presort levels as well, has 39 tabs, including detailed flow 

paths and attention to 68 MODS categories.  It uses actual productivities for 46 

operations.  It is surprising that this already-high result needs to be multiplied by 1.358.  

Then a cost of 10.064¢ (cf. only 1.186¢ for letters) is added to cover costs that vary with 

piece volume but not with presort level.  The total is 25.880¢.  This is this figure that is 

20.59¢ higher than the corresponding figure for CR. 

It is difficult to argue that the costs underlying these figures are not incurred 

somewhere for something.  But we see it as highly questionable that they are marginal 

to 5d auto flats.  Of the 69.3% of Commercial auto volume that is 5d, about 69.6% is 

dropshipped to the DSCF.  A lion’s share of the mail, then, is already entered at a 

destination facility.  What mailers need is a system that allows them to prepare mail for 
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the machine and bring it to the DSCF, and then incur the direct plus indirect processing 

cost of 3.169¢.  Once in a tub, the pieces could go to carriers in much the same way as 

CR bundles.  This would provide a low-cost mailstream, much like we believe a stand-

alone private operation would provide.  Mailers would adapt to it and the 69.3% figure 

and the 69.6% figure would rise.  The problem is that the current mailstream is far from 

what should be the design standard, and the costs incurred are substantially above 

what they should be.  They are undoubtedly above the costs of a workably competitive 

stand-alone operation.  Mailers need a much better system than they have. 

VI.  The State of MM Flats  
Is the Result of a Curious Train of Developments. 

Its Cost Coverage Should Not Be Assessed in Isolation. 
 
 When a letter or document, or booklet or catalog, is more than four pages or so 

long, and it is mailed, it is usually mailed as a flat.  The whole of the printing industry 

has worked to produce flats, to meet a range of mailing needs.  The Postal Service 

needs to preserve and maintain a nationwide flats processing capability.  To this end, it 

has designed systems and developed automation, and mailers have worked with it to 

prepare suitable pieces. 

 In a classification change in Docket No. R90-1, the rates for non-letters were set 

above the rates for letters.  Both letters and non-letters were housed in one of two 

principal categories:  Bulk Rate Regular and Bulk Rate Nonprofit.  The breakdown 

within was basic, 3/5-digit, carrier route, and saturation.29  Now, Commercial and 

                                            
29 “Basic” was sometimes called “required presort,” because use of bulk categories 
requires preparation even if no presort levels are achieved.  Today, basic is referred to as 
“Mixed ADC.”  In reference to ECR, basic sometimes means CR; in reference to CR, basic 
sometimes means not-the-pallet-rate. 
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Nonprofit have been combined, though at different rates,30 flats are in categories that 

are mainly flats, and the breakdown within is MxADC, ADC, 3-d, and 5-d, Carrier Route, 

High-Density, High-Density Plus, and Saturation.  For the most part, non-automation is 

charged more than automation, and non-machinable is charged more than machinable.  

Dropship discounts have been instituted. 

 Despite this evolution, all steps of which were expected to make things better, 

flats have not fared well.  If the technological improvements and cost-reduction 

initiatives since 1998 did nothing more than cover any effects from volume declines, one 

might expect the unit costs to have tracked the factor prices.  But they did not.  The 

factor prices increased about 76%, and the unit costs for flats, weighted to eliminate the 

effects of mix changes, increased a whopping 189%.  At the same time, the unit costs 

for letters increased only 26%, and this during a period in which many believe the 

potential gains from letter automation were already realized.  The explanations for this 

outcome, including allusions to lost scale economies, are of limited merit.  Part of the 

problem, but not all of it, may be that the costing results are of limited validity.  This 

possibility is supported by our discussion of anomalous costing results.   

 MM Flats in particular is troubled.  It was once a host category.  But, as we have 

explained, its volume has decreased substantially and it has almost lost out to private-

sector competition.  Most of its mail is entered at a point where only one sort is needed, 

                                            
 
30  Under current rules, Nonprofit rates are set so that, at the level of the class, the per-
piece revenue of Nonprofit mail is, as nearly as practicable, 60% of the per-piece revenue of 
Commercial mail.  The Commission reaffirmed this rule recently in Order No. 4400, when 
aspects of it were explored.  Therefore, to the extent that the cost coverage of flats is a matter of 
concern, the situation could be improved significantly by charging Commercial rates to all 
Nonprofit flats, and reducing Nonprofit Letter rates a little to achieve the 60%. 
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and more could be.  Its Commercial volume has declined more than its Nonprofit 

volume.  Its city volume has declined more than its rural volume.  Roughly it is tilting 

toward being for nonprofit mailers to reach rural areas. 

 Our opinion is that the Postal Service has not succeeded in designing and 

running a low-cost delivery system for flats.  This has caused the cost coverage of the 

flats categories to decline to the point where some are under water, despite rate 

increases that have covered the factor price increases and then some.  The solution is 

not to impose further rate increases on categories that have been submerged.  

Something needs to be done to re-engineer the Postal Service’s processing system.  

Just tightening it is not likely to be enough.  Short of that, the Postal Service must be 

allowed some flexibility in managing a very difficult situation.  

VII.  Conclusion. 

Flats seem out of control.  Despite years of study, investment, hand-wringing, 

changes to rules and presentment, and attention from every corner by the operator to 

the regulator to the inspector, reported results continue to worsen dramatically.  Costs 

of flats are going up inordinately, in some years at nearly four times the rate of inflation.  

Over several years, flats cost increases have been double the increases in the prices of 

inputs (factor prices).  Then recently, the agency admitted that it cannot quantify the 

financial impact of sizable investment and innovation for flat mail.  Given the widely 

accepted management maxim that one cannot manage what one cannot measure, is 

this an acknowledgement by the agency that it cannot manage an important category of 

its workflow?  
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How is any part of this status quo acceptable to anyone?  Were it not such a 

national tragedy, it might be a comedy.  Our members are disconsolate, frustrated, and 

losing faith.  More than ever before, they are seeking permanent alternatives to print 

mail.  It is time for the hard questions to be asked … and answered.  Given the results, 

significant change is clearly required.  A new trajectory and approach must be sought.  

While the ACMA filings raise some crucial issues and pose some important questions, 

we are under no illusion that we can outline a comprehensive remedy, but it is time for a 

solution to be found.  Results must be improved or the natural conclusion is that this will 

end badly … very badly for all involved, most especially for the originators of flats mail, 

their employees, and their suppliers.  

ACMA calls on the Commission to escalate this matter and compel progress, or 

at the very least, demand analysis, straight answers, and solid data.  The root cause, or 

causes, must be identified and corrective action must be taken.  It may be that the 

numbers are simply incorrect.  Whatever the cause, under these circumstances, 

penalizing a loyal and captive industry segment with extra rate increases is not the 

answer, and, as history has shown, would not be effective.  

 

Respectfully submitted, 

The American Catalog Mailers Association, Inc. 

Hamilton Davison      Robert W. Mitchell          
President & Executive Director    Consultant to ACMA 
PO Box 41211      13 Turnham Court          
Providence, RI 02940-1211   Gaithersburg, MD 20878-2619        
Ph:  800-509-9514     Ph:  301-340-1254      
hdavison@catalogmailers.org   rmitxx@gmail.com   
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(April 5, 2019) 

 

 Pursuant to Commission Order No. 5004, “Notice of Proposed Rulemaking for 

Reporting Requirements Related to Flats” (March 1, 2019) (NOPR), ACMA is pleased to 

submit these comments.  ACMA’s members are among, or are, the heaviest mailers of 

flats. 

General Statement 

In the face of continued losses on flats, of the failure of strategic initiatives to 

stem the losses and improve associated finances, and of on-going difficulties with the 

FSS, the Commission, in its FY 2015 ACD, reviewed associated operations, identified 

six areas of concern (calling them “pinch-points”), and directed the Postal Service to 

“report” on a range of associated “measures” and “issues” (Id. at 160-182).  Several 

reports followed.  After reviewing them, the Commission simultaneously began the 
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instant docket, issued an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking “to explore potential 

enhancements to the Postal Service’s data systems and to facilitate the development of 

consistent reporting requirements,” and invited comments (Order No. 4142 at 1).  Now, 

after reviewing the comments of eight parties, including ACMA and the USPS, the 

Commission seeks comments on specific “data reporting” rules (NOPR at 1). 

Though elaborating on them below, ACMA supports the rules proposed and 

appreciates the Commission’s efforts to make progress on a situation that is not getting 

better.  In fact, as recently as February 14 of this year, in its initial comments in Docket 

No. ACR2018, ACMA documented a number of results that raise serious questions on 

their face and that warrant further inquiry.  And in the instant docket, on October 1, 

2018, ACMA outlined possible reporting requirements that go beyond those proposed 

here.  ACMA suggests that both of those comments, along with these, might be helpful 

as consideration is given to what to do next, for we do not see that the present proposal 

goes as far as needed. 

Specific Concerns 

 The rules proposed by the Commission cover a broad range.  ACMA believes 

much of the information will be useful.  At the same time, we believe some clarification 

is needed.  For one thing, the term analysis is used over and over, sometimes with a list 

of data to be provided, but the objectives of the analyses requested are not stated.  

What is to be determined or resolved?  What qualifies as an analysis?  The Postal 

Service has responded to similar requests in the past by listing inputs (that are already 

known to the Commission), reciting the steps of costing procedures (that the 

Commission has reviewed and approved), and tabulating data outcomes (in 
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paragraphs, tables, and spreadsheets).  The Commission should be specific about the 

objectives of any analyses required.  Three associated concerns are outlined here. 

  (1) Section 3050.50(b)(5) asks for “[a]n analysis of volume trends[] and 

mail mix,” including, “at a minimum, a comparison [at the product level] of” the reported 

unit costs with an estimate of what those costs would be at “the previous [] year’s 

volume distribution” (emphasis added).  Conceptually, the reported unit cost is the sum 

of the elemental within-product unit costs times the current volume proportions, and the 

estimated unit cost would be the sum of the same within-product unit costs times the 

previous-year’s volume proportions.1  The unit cost thus estimated, when compared to 

the unit cost reported for the previous year, would provide an estimate of the change in 

the unit cost of the product at a constant previous-year’s volume mix.  This appears to 

be essentially the same information as that provided by the weighted unit cost index that 

ACMA presented in several Compliance Reviews and advocated in its October-1 

comments, though there are options on exactly how the weighting is done.  ACMA 

believes the rule should require the Postal Service to show its work and to explain its 

choice of “elemental within-product unit costs” to which the volume-proportion weights 

are applied.  The disaggregation could be, for example, by rate element or maybe by 

operation.  And the Postal Service should state what mix characteristics are carried 

forward to the current year—possibilities including the presort proportions, the dropship 

proportions, the automation/nonautomation proportion, the pallet proportion, the IMb 

proportion, the weight distribution, and the DAL proportion, as applicable.  We believe 

                                            
1  Estimated unit cost = ∑ 𝑈𝐶𝑖,𝑡  𝑥 𝑖=𝑛

𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖,𝑡−1  where n = the number of mix components, 𝑈𝐶𝑖= 

the within-product unit cost of mix component i, 𝑤𝑖 = the volume of mix component i divided by 
the product’s total volume, t = current year, and t-1 = previous year.  The volume proportions, 
𝑤𝑖,𝑡−1, are previous-year weights quantifying “the previous [] year’s volume distribution.” 
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this rule will help quantify, in a fair and meaningful way, the cost increases that have 

occurred.  If this proves helpful, the Commission should ask for these cost figures for 

earlier years; in its comparisons, ACMA went back to 1998. 

  (2) Sections 3050.50(b)(8) through (b)(13) call for “estimate[s]” of the “cost 

impact[s]” (suggesting forceful collisions) of six different things.  It would be helpful to 

clarify the nature of the impacts of interest.  For example, (b)(8) asks for the “cost 

impact of bundle processing.”  Would it be sufficient to select four bundle processing 

costs, two above and two below the current average, and state for each how much the 

reported costs for the product would change if those costs had been the case?  Does it 

mean to separate costs by bundle-processing technology and to state the contribution 

each makes?  Does it mean to disaggregate by facility, identify “best in class,” and 

examine facilities that don’t measure up?  Does it call for probing alternative bundle 

processing productivities?  As another example, and a question of a slightly different 

character, (b)(9) asks for the impact of "low productivity on automated equipment” 

(emphasis added).  How does one tell if the productivity is low?  Are several productivity 

levels to be compared, each lower than the previous one?  Is the actual productivity to 

be compared to an expected productivity?  Does this require the costs of each kind (or 

vintage) of automated equipment to be separated?  Are all productivities for manual 

processing specifically excluded?  We agree that productivity levels achieved are 

important, though maybe not independent from associated costs, and that they should 

be understood.  In the cases discussed here, it might be better to state what the bundle 

processing cost or productivity should be, according to design standards or some 

expected operational performance, and explain why it is different from that level. 
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  (3) Section 3050.50(b)(2) requires an analysis of unit attributable costs by 

cost component, relevant components specified to be mail processing, delivery, vehicle 

service drivers, transportation, window service, and other.  Information at this level of 

detail (with city and rural separated) has been provided in Compliance Reviews in the 

“Unit Cost Detail Data Calculations” spreadsheet of Folder 30; it would be helpful to 

clarify if additional detail is desired.2  Then, going beyond mere tabulation of outcomes 

resulting from algorithms that the Commission has specified, it would helpful to know 

what sort of analysis is desired.  One possibility would be to compare the levels of these 

various costs with, as suggested above, a design standard or standard operational 

procedure.  This would allow attention to why the results are different from what they 

should be.  For example, the costs could be being credited to a default category when 

they should be somewhere else, leading to variances, or the variability of the operation 

could be below that assumed in the algorithm.  Or the operation could be uncontrolled 

and in dire need of tightening.  Since the should and the actual cost figure would be at 

the same volume level, we do not see that a loss of scale economies could be a factor.  

A good analysis might show other reasons as well, all of which would warrant further 

inquiry. 

  

                                            
2  The columns in the “Detail” spreadsheet for city and rural delivery show the city and rural 
cost picked up by an average piece, but not the cost of a piece delivered by city carriers and a 
piece delivered by rural carriers.  Consideration could be given to providing the latter. 
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 As noted above, ACMA appreciates the work being done.  We hope our 

comments are helpful and that progress is made. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

The American Catalog Mailers Association, Inc. 

Hamilton Davison      Robert W. Mitchell          
President & Executive Director    Consultant to ACMA 
PO Box 41211      13 Turnham Court          
Providence, RI 02940-1211   Gaithersburg, MD 20878-2619        
Ph:  800-509-9514     Ph:  301-340-1254      
hdavison@catalogmailers.org   rmitxx@gmail.com   
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December 13, 2018 
 
Via Email and First Class Mail: 
The Honorable Robert Michael Duncan 
Chairman, Board of Governors 
US Postal Service 
475 L’Enfant Plaza SW 
Washington, DC 20260 
 
Dear Governor Duncan: 
 
Thank you for taking time to meet with Alex Vogel and me this week. And thank you again for 
your service to a most venerable institution facing critical challenges that absolutely require an 
active and strong board.  
 
You asked how the agency might proceed given the many constraints and financial challenges. 
While I believe there are further initiatives to be considered that do not require Congressional 
support, fundamental change needs Congressional authorization. With the current limitations 
on cost improvement, institutional functioning and definition of mission or scope, Congress 
must ultimately act to reform postal finances. Given that this is legislation with fairly narrow 
interest, and in recognition to how hard it is to get laws passed, we believe complete 
stakeholder alignment is a must. If the three most directly affected stakeholder groups cannot 
figure out a path forward, how can we expect Congress to do so? Moreover, any one group 
has proven adroit at killing legislation it deems unfavorable. Hence, a strong consensus is 
required so management, labor and business interests define and align around a common 
vision for the US Postal Service going forward. 
 
I am under no delusions that this will be either easy or automatic. I would suggest these 
stakeholders enter into a significant ongoing dialog about the options and alternatives to see if 
we can come to some common ground about the future, including how we would propose to 
define the Universal Service Obligation, how we might move the agency toward accelerated 
improvement, how to deepen the value of mail for both mailer and recipient, and what we 
would want from oversight and regulation, among other matters to best define the future of the 
USPS.  
 
ACMA is willing to participate in such a project. I believe it will require continued leadership 
from the Postal Service, including providing a common set of facts and metrics to be used with 
confidence in dimensioning the future. Once an overall vision is agreed to, pressure can be 
brought to bear by all three stakeholder groups to move the legislative process in a productive 
direction. My guess is this will be a multi-year endeavor but there may be some clear, 
commonsense moves that can be made quickly to extend the agency’s future viability.  
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While cost side improvement is required, revenue growth is also critical. The attached list 
contains ideas for revenue growth and improvements to the operating culture I feel would be 
helpful. It covers items we discussed and others to provide specific outcomes. Changes 
envisioned here must have support from the top if they are to be realized. 
 
A great deal is at stake that will define the future of the US Postal Service. ACMA is happy to 
participate in this process in any way that is helpful. We appreciate the opportunity to provide 
input. 
 
Sincerely,  

 
 

 
 
 
/enclosure 
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Ideas to Drive Growth and Slow Declines for US Postal Service 
(in no particular order) 
 
Commit to a Strategy; then Share It 
Some complain they do not know the strategy USPS is taking with mail products. 
In evaluating it as a utility-type last mile provider, some would prefer to follow a 
"lowest cost provider" strategy and leave innovation to the private sector where 
its more likely to bear fruit. A strong case can be made for other approaches. The 
perception (right or wrong) is that the Postal Service is reactive to circumstances 
and not driving them. Resolve some strategic questions and work to get broad 
buy-in and support. Getting mailers and labor on board with the game plan 
provides air cover in Congress and helps generate citizen support. 
  
Market the Unique Attributes of Mail 
Understand and advertise the unique selling proposition(s) of mail. Educate 
Congress ahead of time so it does not claim the USPS is wasting taxpayer 
dollars on advertising a government monopoly. The message and theme need to 
be tested and will change over time. Continue to hit and reinforce these concepts 
from the perspective of both mailer and recipient. Keep a portion of the 
advertising and marketing budget in reserve for temporal opportunities. Tie into 
global trends and the news cycle to get earned media that extends and amplifies 
USPS Unique Selling Propositions.  
 
For instance, right now: "In this digital [i.e. Facebook] world, there is a method to 
communicate with privacy, surety and peace of mind." USPS needs to reinforce 
“it is important to remember there is a method to send communications privately 
to one party and know that the information won't be shared or sold to a third party 
(or used by a third party to sway elections). It won’t be mined or exploited and 
no permanent record of the contents remains digitally stored forever. It’s called 
the US Postal Service. It has been around for more than 200 years and you can 
be assured your private information goes to the person/entity intended and stays 
private. In fact, if someone/entity intercepts and opens your mail, unlike with 
digital communications, it is a federally punishable offense. So next time you 
want to communicate and want to ensure privacy, buy a 55 cent stamp and mail 
it."   
 
Mail Recipient Engagement is Critical 
Recently the Postal Service has wisely been considering mail recipient 
engagement and interest. Americans going to their mailboxes with positive 
expectations is a huge non-balance sheet asset. Protect and enhance it at every 
juncture. Actively manage the mix of mail to keep it interesting to the recipient. 
This keeps mail valuable (and even indispensible) for all sorts of mail-borne 
messaging. More, the PRC has said it will accept mail mix considerations in 
applying product cost coverage decisions.  
 
Advertising that reinforces this is also helpful. Consider new ways of achieving 
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this too. For instance, there is a traveling executive who must be away from his 
children frequently and who periodically mails home “Presidents” to his children 
as a way of keeping in contact. He sends currency with his notes and refers to 
the “Lincoln” or “Washington” or higher denomination coins or paper, and 
includes a bit of history in each letter about that president. This executive’s 
practice would make a heart-warming story others might then emulate, while 
enculturating a new generation to the wonder of mail.  
 
Creative, non-advertising programs may also deepen engagement. The Greeting 
Card Association once had a “Cards for Kids” program for use in elementary 
schools that functioned to promote the value of mail to younger generations while 
teaching basic addressing and the value of handwritten messages at low cost 
and effort.  
 
Segment and Add Customer Value 
This is pretty basic sounding but powerful if done right. Separate a diverse, 
heterogeneous customer portfolio into discrete segments of homogeneous 
needs. Continue segmenting until the group comprises customers who use the 
mail in the same way. Understand how mail drives value for each unique 
customer segment. Find ways to add more value, that will add more mail volume, 
support a higher unit postage price, or both. Defend mail use where it makes 
sense or remove the motivation to shift to a substitute. This must be done 
segment by segment as the value added to a business differs by segment.  
 
Sometimes this will enable growth and other times will inhibit volume loss. For 
instance, the USPS has done nothing to insure service of process remains only 
via the mail but in some jurisdictions, lawyers are switching to electronic means, 
a trend that will only grow. Seek clarifying legislation that service of process via 
mail or in person is more secure, and unlike electronic service, not subject to 
interception or tampering and receipt can always be demonstrated. Defend 
aggressively trends that reduce mail volume whenever and wherever possible. 
Erect barriers to leaving mail. A more granular understanding of the customer 
portfolio will provide both offensive and defensive opportunities.  
 
Build An Integrated Understanding of Customer Use of All Postal Products 
Many customers purchase across a broad swath of USPS products. Put in place 
the ability to track individual customer use of multiple postal products, including 
downstream and “multiplier” behavior. This will allow for a comprehensive 
understanding of customer use of all postal products. Such data can also be 
rolled up into segments, thereby providing a better understanding of postal use, 
and ultimately, segment profitability.	
 
Get the Costs Right 
Established postal cost accounting seems either unfathomable or just plain 
inaccurate. More, costs are considered "volume variable" but the USPS is 
incapable of layoffs, facility reductions or lowering headcount except through 
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attrition. Therefore, are the costs really 50% fixed, or more like 80% fixed? What 
is the true variable cost of each product and entry point? While a margin over 
total fully absorbed costs is the desired state, in a system with capacity there is 
value in making margin over the variable costs provided these costs are known 
with confidence. This can create incremental opportunities if tightly managed. 
 
Develop Segment and Customer Profitability and Growth Potential 
Armed with a 360° understanding of customer (i) use of USPS services, (ii) an 
accurate understanding of the customer business model, (iii) the role of mail in 
the customer’s business processes, (iv) inter-relationships across various USPS 
products, (v) the customer use of USPS competitors, (vi) the USPS costs to 
serve that customer or segment including opportunities to reduce system cost for 
that customer or segment, and (vii) growth potential / commitment to mail, create 
a customer and segment profitability analysis to determine not only the 
percentage contribution to overheads/retained earnings but deeper 
understanding of profit and cost drivers as it relates to that segment.   
 
Nail the Elasticity of Demand 
Reject amalgamated elasticity of demand (EOD). Aspire ultimately to nail EOD 
down to the specific customer level so that it can be rolled up to homogeneous 
segment EOD. If done properly, there will not be disagreement about the true 
elasticity. Then, better business decisions can be made on pricing, promotion 
and policy matters. Using a diverse, heterogeneous EOD figure as is done today 
actually harms both USPS and its customers. 
 
Solve the Attribution Conundrum 
Most marketers say mail is among their most expensive marketing channel. What 
is less understood is mail’s role is in stimulating demand in an omnichannel 
world. Attribution is a complex issue. Were it easy, a best practice for attribution 
would already exist. Invest in advancing attribution understanding so that it 
ultimately demonstrates that the cost of mail is worth the investment and the ROI 
from mail eclipses other media.  
 
Shed a Monopoly History: Talk to Customers, Listen Actively, Shift the 
Focus 
Mistakes are often deep learning opportunities. Too often, customers perceive 
USPS defensiveness to input or feedback. Instill a “defect is a gem” mentality 
and a “breakdowns represent failures of processes, not people” culture. 
Customers represent learning opportunities. Sometimes the best feedback is an 
unhappy customer. Real learning can take place resulting in customer-noticed 
improvement. Listen for the gems without getting defensive even when one does 
not like what one hears. Dispel the sense that communicating bad customer 
news up the line is career limiting. Bench test virtually everything with customers 
before announcing it publicly. Operations can only be successful with customer-
generated volume. Instill a customer service mentality across all levels and 
operations. Bring the voice of the customer to every site and operation. Make 
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clear that those without direct external facing customer roles have internal 
customers to serve too. 
 
Review how things are viewed and named. For instance, the USPS categorizes 
everything on the basis of what it sees. Currently there is an internal focus 
among most employees, not a more powerful customer-centric approach. This 
dynamic is visible even in the categorization of products and customers. It is not 
a flat mailpiece (or flat mailer) but a catalog, a magazine/periodical, or a college 
course guide. Adopt the customer perspective in organizing the business. 
 
Everyone Sells 
The Postal Service is a very operations-oriented organization. In some 
organizations, sales is regarded as only the domain or responsibility of the sales 
team. Instill an “everyone sells” mentality across the organization, realizing that 
without the customer, the USPS as we know it is dead. Operations cannot view 
customers as pesky interlopers disrupting the harmony of their schedules; rather, 
they are the very reason operations exists at all. Instill a customer-first mentality 
where customer requests should be honored whenever possible.  
 
Partner with MSPs as a Distribution Channel 
Seek to keep MSPs – a major conduit to the customer – as full partners in 
volume growth. Make sure they are informed, armed and motivated to sell USPS 
products. Make them feel like partners in the outcomes. 
 
Give Early Notice 
Mailers run business often requiring quarters or years to make adjustments. 
Provide long term (3-5 years) but preliminary and non-binding guidance on what 
to expect on postage. Update it at least annually or when the projection changes. 
Realize some companies would require five +/- years to get out of mail, so when 
they cannot project forward and consider a successful USPS five years down the 
road, they conclude they should get out of the mail now to protect themselves.  
 
Long term uncertainty in and of itself reduces mail volumes. Reduce that 
uncertainty at every juncture and release details of rates, regulations, incentives 
and organizational changes as early as possible to provide companies with the 
ability to plan a business and invest in mail without fear of negative surprises.  
 
Generate a Positive Narrative 
More positive messaging: The PMG’s talking points always stress the need to 
increase prices - whether that's the intent or not - which undoubtedly has a 
chilling effect on the industry. Based on the dominant narrative coming from 
Postal HQs, it seems like the USPS is retreating, not leading. A balanced story is 
helpful to long term mail volume growth. Make businesses happy to invest in 
mail. 
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Take chances and Push NSAs Aggressively in Market Dominant  
While the PRC hasn't done USPS any favors with MD NSAs, USPS appears to 
have stopped trying. The total number of experiments and non-package NSAs 
since PAEA passed is distressingly low. In fact, it is not even clear who is 
handling NSAs right now. Make the process more defined and understood. Were 
the USPS to offer some clarification on its NSA process, thinking, guidelines, 
etc., it would be very useful to mailers. Push the envelope here and put the 
regulator in the position of saying no. Do followup case studies that will guide 
future regulator decisions. Know that most members of Congress want the USPS 
to be more aggressive in this area, as do most postal customers.  
 
Communicate, Communicate, Communicate 
This is both an External need and an Internal one. Even at the best-run 
organizations, employee surveys constantly indicate a desire for more 
communications. Sometimes there is an ongoing disconnect between HQs and 
the field on rules and tools. Mailers report sometimes having more, or more 
current, information than field personnel, especially in quickly moving programs 
or promotions. Given the challenges of communicating across a broad, dispersed 
network or the number and diversity of customer types, it may be that trade 
organizations & MSPs can help to pick up some of the slack and better educate 
their members.  
   
Seize Opportunities to Creatively Promote Mail 
EMA and Two Sides have teamed up to launch Keep Me Posted North America, 
and program that researches and promotes the value of postal commerce. 
Sometimes an agent can represent one better than they can represent 
themselves. Actively seek these types of non-traditional means to change 
popular perceptions of mail. 
 
Change the Employee-Supervisor-Manager Dynamic 
There may be opportunities to improve relations and trust between labor and 
management. For instance, in interviews with front line postal supervisors, the 
difficulty in terminating poor performing employees is sometimes mentioned. 
Given this, even when employee behavior is clearly egregious, supervisors report 
simply transferring these poor performers to other departments. Failure to 
address poor performance benefits no one, and is demoralizing for hard working, 
committed personnel at every level. When labor and management are working 
together on shared goals, mutual improvement activities and quality projects, 
great things are possible. This is a complicated suite of issues that goes beyond 
the scope of this paper, but may be a significant long-term opportunity that will 
lead to greater morale, worker satisfaction and agency performance.	
 
 



Coalition for a 21st Century Postal Service: Postal Reform in 2019 

We applaud the Committee for its plans to move ahead on much needed legislation to stabllize and 
improve the financial position of the United States Postal Service. Last Congress a broad coalition of 
postal stakeholders including unions, management associations, and businesses  (parcel shippers, greeting 
card publishers, newspapers, transactional marketing mailers, from the largest to “Mom and Pops,” as 
well as printers, paper and technology producers) supported the elements of bipartisan H.R. 756, 
introduced by Chairman Cummings, and Representatives Meadows, Lynch, and Connolly. H.R. 756 was 
ordered reported by the Committee on March 16, 2017. The heart of that bill authorized and required the 
Postal Service to adopt private sector best practices for providing and funding retiree benefits reducing 
future postal liabilities by tens of billions without burdening the taxpayer. We urge the Committee to 
use that bill as a model movng forward. 

Once again we strongly support: 

 Reducing the retiree health pre-funding burden by— 

o Reducing the unfunded liability for retiree health benefits by approximately $25 
billion by creating postal-only health plans within the FEHB program that fully 
integrate with Medicare Part D (prescription drugs) providing the same benefit 
provided to privates sector plans.  

o Reducing the unfunded liability by an additional $35 billion by mandating the 
enrollment in Medicare Parts A and B (a private sector best practice) on a prospective 
basis for postal employees under the age of 55 who wish to maintain FEHBP 
coverage in retirement, with exceptions for those who cannot benefit from enrollment 
due to special circumstances.  

o Reducing the unfunded liability by an additional $10 billion by setting the 
prefunding target at 60% of the benefits vested liability to mirror private sector 
practice --slightly higher than median target for private sector companines (57%). 

Once again we strongly oppose: 

 Rescinding the authority of the independent, expert Postal Regulatory Commission to 

prescribe rules for measuring and distributing postal costs. This authority was recently upheld 
by the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals and is pending a request for Supreme Court review. 

 Overriding Postal Service existing authority to determine the best mode of delivery—door, 
curb, or centralized. 

We also strongly support several provisions discussed as potentially improving last year’s bill: 

 Requiring improvements in service measurement and delivery, especially in rural areas, as 

provided in a Senate companion bill (S. 2629 §211) from the 115th Congress. 

 Ensuring PRC consideration of relevant congressional action in its ongoing review of the 

rate-setting system (S. 2629 §207) 

 Increasing returns for the Postal Service Retiree Health Benefits Fund by investing in a well-

diversified portfolio of stocks and bonds instead of low-yielding Treasury securities. 

 Allowing the Postal Service to deliver beer and wine.  



Now that the President’s Task Force on the United States Postal System has issued its report, 
the question naturally arises: Where do we go from here? As the report makes clear, there is 
a need for a comprehensive examination of the role of the Postal Service in the U.S. 
economy. The report also emphasizes that “standalone proposals…will be insufficient.” 

On this we agree. The mailing industry is united in its desire to see the Postal Service 
succeed, in both the short term and the long term. We have actively worked on the Hill, 
submitted extensive analysis in the Commission’s ongoing ten-year review, and provided 
input to the Task Force on the key components of necessary reforms. A piecemeal approach 
will not provide a sustainable path forward for the USPS.

Many of us believe some of the proposals in the report are misguided, unworkable or 
politically unlikely. Many others are either incomplete or in need of further examination.  
Additionally, some of the recommendations categorized as requiring only administrative 
action, e.g. splitting services into commercial and essential buckets, appear to require 
legislative change. This makes it doubly important that a coordinated set of reforms must be 
implemented together rather than pushing through unrelated parts. 

More concerning is the possibility that the isolated recommendation to eliminate the price 
cap on some services will prompt the Postal Regulatory Commission to seek to use the task 
force report to justify deregulating the ratemaking system. The Task Force conclusion that 
mail is largely price-inelastic is based on what it acknowledges is a period of modest price 
increases. The PRC’s proposed changes in the ten-year review are not modest in any way. 
Moving forward with such a radical proposal would in fact lead to massive decreases in 
volume and permanent changes in the mail stream. 

For the PRC to continue on its proposed path likely would undermine one of the Task Force’s 
central concerns: “any potential solutions considered should not disadvantage those living in 
rural or remote locations.” A PRC decision in the ten-year review that unilaterally raises rates 
dramatically – 40% or more – would undoubtedly disadvantage those living in rural areas, 
where there are no alternatives to the USPS for home delivery.

Now that the Task Force report is public, it is time for Congress to use its contents to guide 
reasoned discussion on the future and sustainability of the postal system. Ongoing efforts to 
correct the calculation of the Postal Service’s retirement liabilities, as recommended by the 
Task Force, are welcome and indicate a readiness for solutions. The new Congress has an 
opportunity to consider the report’s findings and use those insights to enact legislation that 
will create a viable path forward.

While individual members of this coalition will have specific areas of focus, it is our collective 
recommendation that the PRC should not issue any proposal until Congress is able to hold 
hearings and all constituencies have an opportunity to weigh in on the Task Force report. It is 
our great hope that we use this rare opportunity for collaborative, achievable, 
comprehensive, and sustainable postal reform to ensure that the US postal system can 
continue to serve our citizens well into the future.
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American Mail Alliance Statement Relating to the Report 
of the President’s Task Force on the Postal System 
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ACMA's Postal Acronym ‘Cheat Sheet’

Overwhelmed by the zillions of acronyms used by the U.S. Postal Service? We’ve 
compiled this list to help you not only if our speakers O.D. on them, but also as a 
useful reference going forward.  

ADC automated area distribution center 

ABMPS Automated Business Mail Processing System

ACD Annual Compliance Determination 

ACE Advanced Computing Environment 

ACR Annual Compliance Report 

ACS™ Address Change Service 

ACT automation-compatible tray 

ACT tag air contract transportation tag 

ADAPT Automatic Density Analysis Profile Technique

ADC area distribution center 

ADC price area distribution center price 

ADM Accounting Data Mart 

AEC Address Element Correction 

AEC II® Address Element Correction II 

AES Address Enhancement Services; Automated 

Enrollment System 

AFCS Advanced Facer Canceler System 

AFCS/OCR Advanced Facer Canceler System with Optical 

Character Reader 

AFCS 200 Advanced Facer Canceler System 200 

AFSM AI Automated Flats Sorting Machine  

Auto Induction 

AFSM 100 Automated Flats Sorting Machine 100 

AFTL Automatic Flats Tray Lidder 

AFTU Automatic Flats Tray Unlidder 

AFV alternative fuel vehicle 

AI Automatic Induction 

AIC account identifier code 

AIS product Address Information System product 

ALP Advanced Leadership Program 

AM address management 

AMC airport mail center 

AMF airport mail facility 

AMI Asset Management Integration 

AMP Area Mail Processing 

AMS Address Management Services; Address 

Management System; Alternate Mailing System

AMS API Address Matching System Application  

Programming Interface 

AMSOP AM Standard Operating Procedures 

AO associate Post Office™ 

AP accounting period 

APBS Automated Parcel and Bundle Sorter 

APC all-purpose container; Automated Postal  

Center®

API application program interface 

APO Army Post Office™ 

APPS Automated Package Processing System 

APS Adjustment Processing System 

APWU American Postal Workers Union, AFL-CIO 



AQRT Address Quality Reporting Tool 

ARM accelerated reply mail 

ASC accounting service center 

ASC exclusion periodAdjusted Service Commitment  

exclusion period 

ASF administrative support facility;  

auxiliary service facility 

ASM Administrative Support Manual 

ASRMS Annual Staffing and Resource  

Management Simulator 

ATHS Automatic Tray Handling System 

ATM sheetlet automatic teller machine sheetlet 

ATS Automatic Tray Sleever 

ATU Automatic Tray Unsleever 

Aux auxiliary assistance 

AVUS Automated Vehicle Utilization System 

AWPS Automated Workload Planning System 

AWS Alternate Work Schedule 

BA budget authorization 

BAM business alliance manager 

BBM bulk business mail 

BC barcode 

BCR barcode reader 

BCS barcode sorter 

BDS Biohazard Detection System 

BI Barcode Identifier 

BMA business mail acceptance 

BMC bulk mail center 

BMC-OTR bulk mail center over-the-road  

container 

BMC Presort priceBulk Mail Center Presort price 

BMEU business mail entry unit 

BOG Board of Governors 

BPI Breakthrough Productivity Initiative 

BPM Bound Printed Matter 

BPRS Bulk Parcel Return Service 

BRM Business Reply Mail®

BSN Business Service Network 

CAG cost ascertainment group 

CAKT computer-assisted keyboard training 

CAPS Centralized Account Processing System 

CARS Contract Access Retail System 

CAS Case Analysis System;  

Competitive Ancillary Service 

CASS™ Coding Accuracy Support System 

CAST computer-assisted scheme training 

CAT critical acceptance time 

CBCIS Corporate Business Customer  

Information System 

CBP Commercial Base™ price 

CBU cluster box unit 

CCAR California Climate Action Registry 

CCC Corporate Customer Contact 

CCCS City Carrier Cost System 

CCM Corporate Complement Management 

CDB Corporate Data Base 

CDM Customer Data Mart 

CDP convenience deposit point 

CDPOM City Delivery Pivoting  

Opportunity Model 

CDS Computerized Delivery Sequence;  

Contract Delivery Service 

CDV City Delivery Variance 

CEM Customer Experience Measurement 

CET critical entry time 

CFPS Change-of-Address Forms  

Processing System 

CFR Code of Federal Regulations 

CFS Computerized Forwarding System 

CID Customer ID 

CIN content identifier number 

CIOSS Combined Input/Output Subsystem (CIOSS)

CIS Corporate Information System 

CLDS Customer Label Distribution System 

CLSC color letter scan camera 

CMA commercial mailing agent 

CMC Category Management Center 

CMM® Customized MarketMail®

CMRA commercial mail receiving agency 

CMRS Computerized Meter Resetting System 

CMT Category Management Team 



CNL Customer Notification Letter 

CNS Click-N-Ship®

COA change of address 

COD Collect on Delivery 

CODES Computerized On-Site Data Entry System 

CON-CON concentration and convoy 

COR Carrier Optimal Routing;  

contracting officer representative 

CPC Critical Parts Center 

CPMS Collection Point Management System 

CPO community Post Office 

CPP Centralized Postage Payment;  

Commercial Plus™ price 

CPU contract postal unit 

CR carrier route 

CRA Cost and Revenue Analysis 

CRF Central Repair Facility 

CRID Customer Registration ID 

CRIS Carrier Route Information System 

CRM courtesy reply mail 

CSA customer/supplier agreement 

CSAC Citizens’ Stamp Advisory Committee 

CSBCS Carrier Sequence Barcode Sorter 

CSM Customer Satisfaction Measurement 

CSP Corporate Succession Planning 

CSR Change Service Requested;  

customer support ruling 

CSRS Civil Service Retirement System 

CSSC Customized Shipping Services  

Contract 

CSSOM Customer Service Staffing  

Opportunity Model 

CSV Customer Service Variance 

CT clearance time 

CTAPS City Time and Attendance  

Processing System 

C2C Cradle to Cradle certification 

CTS Container Transport System 

DAC designation/activity code 

DADC destination area distribution center 

DADC price destination area distribution center price 

DAL detached address label 

D&P drop-and-pick 

DAR decision analysis report 

D&R label dispatch and routing label 

D&R tag distribution and routing tag 

DAS Density Analysis System 

DBCS delivery bar code sorter 

DBCS/OSS Delivery Bar Code  

Sorter/Output Subsystem 

DBMC destination bulk mail center 

DBU detached box unit 

DC (or DelCon)Delivery Confirmation™ 

DCO data conversion operator 

DCT data collection technician 

DD doubles detector 

DDE/DR Distributed Data Entry  

and Distributed Reporting 

DDU destination delivery unit 

DDU discount destination delivery unit discount 

DDU price destination delivery unit price 

DIOSS DBCS Input/Output Subsystem;  

Delivery Bar Code Sorter  

Input/Output Subsystem 

DMCS Domestic Mail Classification Schedule 

DMM® Domestic Mail Manual 

DMU detached mail unit 

DNDC destination network distribution  

center 

DNDC discountdestination network distribution 

center discount 

DNDC price destination network distribution  

center price 

DNO distribution networks office 

DO designated operator 

DOIS Delivery Operations  

Information System 

DP delivery point 

DPBC delivery point barcode 

DPC delivery point code 

DPF Delivery Point File 

DPMG deputy postmaster general 

DPO designated Post Office™;  



Diplomatic Post Office 

DPRCS Dual Pass Rough Cull System 

DPS delivery point sequence 

DPV® Delivery Point Validation 

DSCF destination sectional center facility 

DSCF discount destination sectional center  

facility discount 

DSCF price destination sectional center 

facility price 

DSF Delivery Sequence File 

DSMART Delivery Sortation Management  

Automation Research Tool 

DSMS Drop Shipment  

Management System 

DSU decision storage unit 

D-0 Day Zero 

EAA Enhanced Airline Assignment 

EAP Employee Assistance Program 

EAS Electronic Address Sequencing;  

executive and administrative schedule 

ECB Engineering Change Board 

ECR Enhanced Carrier Route 

eDACS eDiagnostic Analysis and  

Control System 

EDDM Every Door Direct Mail™ 

EDL Enhanced Distribution Label 

eDoc electronic documentation 

EDW Enterprise Data Warehouse 

EEMS Enterprise Energy  

Management System 

EEO Equal Employment  

Opportunity 

EHS Employee Health  

and Safety 

EIC Excess Item Catalog 

EID Employee Identification  

Number 

eIDP Electronic Individual  

Development Plan 

ELD EAS Leadership  

Development 

ELM Employee and Labor  

Relations Manual 

eLOT® eLine-Of-Travel;  

Enhanced Line of Travel 

ELT Executive Leadership  

Team 

EMA Equipment Maintenance  

Allowance 

eMAP eMedical Assessment  

Program 

eMDIMS Electronic Material Distribution  

and Inventory  

Management System 

eMIR Electronic Mail  

Improvement Reporting 

EMM extended managed mail tray 

eMOVES Electronic Money Order  

Voucher Entry System 

EMR Electronic Merchandise  

Return 

EMRS Electronic Marketing  

Reporting System 

eOPF Electronic Official  

Personnel Folder 

ePACS Enterprise Physical  

Access Control System 

EPAH Employee Personnel  

Action History 

EPM Expedited Preferential  

Mail 

EPM® Electronic Postmark 

EPO entry Post Office 

ePSSR Enhanced Postal Service  

Sales Report 

ePUBWATCH Electronic Publication Watch 

ERMC eastern region mail container 

eRMS Enterprise Resource  

Management System 

ERRP Ergonomic Risk  

Reduction Process 

eSPIN Enhanced Spare  

Parts Initiative 

ESS Employee Self Service 

ETOE Extra Territorial  

Office of Exchange 

eUARS Electronic Uncoded  

Address Resolution Service 

eVS® Electronic Verification  



System 

EXFC External First-Class  

Measurement 

FAST® Facility Access and  

Shipment Tracking 

FCM First-Class Mail®

FDB Facilities Data Base 

FDC first day cover 

FEDSTRIP Federal Standard  

Requisitioning and  

Issue Procedures 

FEGLI Federal Employees  

Group Life Insurance 

FEHB Federal Employees  

Health Benefits 

FERS Federal Employees  

Retirement System 

FHP first handling pieces 

FICS Flats Identification  

Code Sort 

FIM facing identification mark 

FNCM Finance Number  

Control Master 

FPO Fleet Post Office™ 

FPR Financial Performance  

Report 

FR Federal Register 

FRE Flat Rate Envelope 

FRES Flat Remote Encoding  

System 

FRIP Flats Recognition  

Improvement Program 

FSA Flexible Spending  

Account 

FSB Field Sales Branch 

FSM flat-sorting machine;  

flats sorting machine. 

FSO facilities service office 

FSS Flats Sequencing System 

FY fiscal year 

GAB General Accounting Branch 

GAR gross accept rate 

GATS Grievance Arbitration  

Tracking System 

GCW gross combined weight 

GEPS Global Expedited  

Package Service 

GFY Government Fiscal Year 

GMS general mail system 

GMT Growth Management Tool 

GPC general purpose container 

GPMC general purpose  

mail container 

GPO general Post Office™ 

GPRA Government Performance  

and Results Act 

GSS Global Shipping Software 

GXG® Global Express Guaranteed®

HASP Hub and Spoke Program 

HCES Human Capital  

Enterprise System 

HCR highway contract route 

HDS Household Diary Study 

HEAT Helpdesk Expert  

Automation Tools 

HPO Highway Post Office 

HRSSC Human Resources  

Shared Service Center 

HSUS High Speed Universal Sorter 

HWAI Handwritten Analysis  

Interpretation 

IBI Information-Based Indicia 

IBRM International Business  

Reply Mail®

IBRS International Business  

Reply Service 

IBSSC Integrated Business  

Systems Solutions Center 

ICOA Internet Change of Address 

ICPAS Injury Compensation  

Performance Analysis System 

ICS Identification Code Sorting 

IDE Inbound Direct Entry 

IDP Individual Development  

Plan 

IDR Integrated Dispatch  

and Receipt 



IDS Integrated Data System 

IFP Integrated Financial Plan 

IJC ink jet canceler 

ILS In-Line Scale 

IM Intelligent Mail®

IMACS Intelligent Mail® Asset  

Control System 

IMb™ Intelligent Mail® barcode 

IMcb Intelligent Mail®

container barcode 

IMD Intelligent Mail®

Device 

IMDAS Intelligent Mail®

Data Acquisition System 

IMDHelp Intelligent Mail®

Device Help 

IMM® International Mail Manual 

IMpb Intelligent Mail®

package barcode 

IMPC incoming mail  

processing center 

IA Informed Address 

ID Informed Delivery 

IMtl Intelligent Mail®

tray label 

IV Informed Visibility 

IOCS In-Office Cost System 

IOP Integrated Operating Plan 

IP incoming primary 

IPA® International Priority Airmail™ 

IPC International Post Corporation 

IPP irregular parcels and pieces 

IPSS Image Processing Subsystem 

IRC International Reply Coupon 

IRS Inventory Replenishment System 

IRT integrated retail terminal 

IS incoming secondary 

ISAL® International Surface Air Lift®

ISBN International Standard  

Book Number 

ISC information service center;  

international service center 

ISS Input Subsystem 

ISSN International Standard  

Serial Number 

ITSC Information Technology  

Service Center 

JARAP Joint Alternate Route  

Adjustment Process 

JBM Job Bid Management 

JOE justification of expenditure 

LA LA lock 

LACSLINK® Locatable Address  

Conversion Systems Linkage 

L&DC logistics and distribution center 

LAMM late arriving managed mail 

LB LiteBlue®

LCREM Low-Cost Reject  

Encoding Machine 

LCTS Low Cost Tray Sorter 

LCUS Low Cost Universal Sorter 

LDC labor distribution code 

LDD Learning Development  

and Diversity 

League National League of  

Postmasters of the U.S. 

LID luminescent indicia  

detector 

LIM Local Intelligent Mail®

LIPS linear integrated  

parcel sorter 

LLV Long Life Vehicle 

LMLM Letter Mail Labeling  

Machine 

LMS Learning Management  

System 

LOT sequence line-of-travel sequence 

LPC Label Printing Center 

LRIP Letter Recognition  

Improvement Program 

LRRIS Labor Relations Research  

Information System 

LSS Lean Six Sigma 

LTATS Loan, Transfer, and  

Training System 

LUR Labor Utilization Report 



MAC™ Manifest Analysis Certification 

MASS™ Multiline Accuracy  

Support System 

MCRS Mail Condition  

Reporting System 

MCS Mail Classification Schedule 

MDA mailpiece design analyst 

MDC Material Distribution Center 

MDIMS Material Distribution and  

Inventory Management System 

MEPPS Multiple Entry Point  

Payment System 

MERLIN® Mail Evaluation Readability  

Lookup Instrument 

MHTS Mail History Tracking System 

MI management instruction 

MID Mailer Identifier 

MLOCR multiline optical character reader 

MMP Managed Mail Program 

MM tray managed mail tray 

MMS Manifest Mailing System 

MODS Management Operating  

Data System 

MOM military ordinary mail 

MOS manager, operations support 

MPBCS Mail Processing  

Bar Code Sorter 

MPE mail processing equipment 

MPFSM multiposition flat sorting machine 

MPI Mail Processing Infrastructure 

MPLSM multiposition letter sorting machine 

MPO main Post Office™;  

military Post Office™ 

MPOO manager, Post Office™  

operations 

MPSA Military Postal  

Service Agency 

MPSOM Mail Processing Staffing  

Opportunity Model 

MPTQM Mail Preparation Total  

Quality Management 

MPV Mail Processing Variance 

MPWCS Mail Processing  

Work Credit System 

MQC Mailpiece Quality Control 

MRC mail recovery center 

MRM metered reply mail 

MRS Merchandise Return Service 

MTAC Mailers’ Technical  

Advisory Committee 

MTE mail transport equipment 

MTESC mail transport equipment  

service center 

MTSC Maintenance Technical  

Support Center 

MTTR mean time to repair 

MVL Move Validation Letter 

MVO motor vehicle operator 

MVRF mobile vehicle repair facility 

MyPO MyPostOffice 

NALC National Association of  

Letter Carriers, AFL-CIO 

NAPS National Association of  

Postal Supervisors 

NAPUS National Association of  

Postmasters of the United States 

NASS National Air and  

Surface System 

NCD noncity delivery office 

NCED National Center for  

Employee Development 

NCOA™ National Change of Address 

NCOALink® National Change of  

Address Linkage 

NCR national customer ruling 

NCSC National Customer  

Support Center 

NCSR national customer  

support ruling 

NDC network distribution center 

NDCBU neighborhood delivery  

and collection box unit 

NDC-OTR network distribution center  

over-the-road container 

NDC Presort priceNetwork Distribution  

Center Presort price 

NDI National Deliverability Index 



NDSS National Directory Support System 

NFM Not Flat-Machinable 

NH never hinged 

NICE New Improvements in  

Customer Experience 

NIM National Intelligent Mail®

NISSC National Information  

System Support Center 

NMATS National Meter Accounting  

and Tracking System 

NMCS National Materials  

Customer Service 

NMO nonmachinable outside 

NNDS National Network  

Distribution System 

NNSC National Network  

Service Center 

NO no office 

NODM Network Operations  

Data Mart 

NOIR Network Optimization  

Indicator Report 

NPA National Performance  

Assessment 

NPF National Postal Forum 

NPMHU National Postal Mail  

Handlers Union, AFL-CIO 

NPPN National Postal  

Professional Nurses 

NRLCA National Rural  

Letter Carriers’ Association 

NRP National Reassessment Process 

NSA negotiated service agreement 

NSN National Stock Number 

NWR National Workhour Report 

NWRS National Workhour  

Reporting System 

OBMC Presort Origin Bulk Mail Center Presort 

OBSS one-bundle sliding-shelf 

OCR optical character reader 

ODIS-RPW Origin Destination Information  

System-Revenue,  

Pieces, and Weight 

OEL optional endorsement line 

OG original gum 

OIC officer in charge 

OIG Office of Inspector General 

OM Organizational Management 

OMAS Official Mail Accounting System 

OMMS Official Mail Messenger Service 

ONDC Presort Origin Network Distribution  

Center Presort 

OP Optional Procedure 

OPER operation number 

OPF official personnel folder 

Oracle AP Oracle Accounts Payable 

OSS Output Subsystem 

OTR over-the-road container 

P&DC processing and  

distribution center 

PAEA Postal Accountability and  

Enhancement Act 

PAGE Periodicals Accuracy  

Grading and Evaluation 

PAL Parcel Airlift 

PARS Postal Automated  

Redirection System 

PAU platform acceptance unit 

PAVE™ Presort Accuracy  

Validation and Evaluation 

PB plate block; Postal Bulletin

PBV performance-based verification 

PC performance cluster 

PCC® Postal Customer Council®

PCES Postal Career Executive Service 

PCSC Pricing and Classification  

Service Center 

PD postage due 

PD&F processing and  

distribution facility 

PDC postal data center 

PDWA Postage Due Weight Average 

PEDC Postal Employee  

Development Center 

PERF Postal Employees Relief Fund 

PES Performance Evaluation System;  



Private Express Statutes 

PFP Pay for Performance 

PFS® Premium Forwarding Service®

PIC package identification code 

PICS Primary Identification Code Server 

PIMS Productivity Information  

Management System 

PIVMS Powered Industrial Vehicle  

Management System 

PL plant load 

PLANET® Postal Alpha Numeric  

Encoding Technique 

PM postmaster 

PMC Postage and Mailing Center 

PMEI Priority Mail Express International™ 

PMEM Priority Mail Express™  

Manifesting System; Priority  

Mail Express Military Service 

PMEOD Priority Mail Express™  

Open and Distribute 

PMG postmaster general 

PMI Priority Mail International®

PMOD Priority Mail® Open and Distribute 

PMR postmaster relief/leave  

replacement; postmaster relief 

PO Post Office™ 

PO Box Post Office™ Box 

POE Post Office Express®

POM Postal Operations Manual 

POP point-of-purchase promotions 

POS point of service 

POS ONE Point of Service One 

POSTNET Postal Numeric  

Encoding Technique 

PPOA Postal Police  

Officers Association 

PPSM primary parcel  

sorting machine 

PQ postal quarter 

PQW Postal Qualified Wholesaler 

PR poste restante 

PRC Postal Regulatory Commission 

PRM permit reply mail 

PRN postal routed network 

PRS Parcel Return Service 

PRSRT PRESORTED 

PRSRT STD PRESORTED STANDARD 

PSD postal security device 

PSDS Postal Source  

Data System 

PSE Personalized Stamped  

Envelope 

PSFR Postal Service™ Financial Report 

PSIN Postal Service™ Item Number 

PSM parcel sorting machine 

PSN Postal Stock Number 

PSSC Purchasing Shared  

Services Center 

PS schedule Postal Service™ schedule 

PSSR Postal Service™ Sales Report 

PST Professional Specialist Trainee 

PSTN Postal Service™ Television  

Network 

PSW Postage Statement Wizard®

PTF part-time flexible 

PTR part-time regular 

PTS Product Tracking System 

PVDS plant-verified drop shipment 

PVI postage validation imprinter 

PVS Postal Vehicle Service 

PW Postal Wizard 

QBRM Qualified Business Reply Mail®

RBCS Remote Bar Coding System 

RBMC return bulk mail center 

RBV risk-based verification 

RCA rural carrier associate 

RCCS Rural Carrier Cost System 

RCR Remote Computer Reader;  

rural carrier relief 

RCS Robotics Containerization  

System 

RDI™ Residential Delivery Indicator 

RDM Retail Data Mart 



RDU retail delivery unit; return delivery unit 

REC Remote Encoding Center 

REDRESS® Resolve Employment Disputes  

Reach Equitable Solutions Swiftly®

RFD Rural Free Delivery 

RIF reduction in force 

RNDC return network distribution  

center 

ROAM Retail Optimization Access  

Management 

RPN Repositionable Note 

RPO Railway Post Office™ 

RPW Revenue, Pieces, and Weight 

RR rural route 

RRB Regional Rate Box 

RTHS Robotic Tray Handling System 

RTS return-to-sender 

SAL Submit a Lead 

SAM Space Available Mail;  

strategic account manager 

SAMP stand alone mail preparation 

SASP Seamless Acceptance and  

Service Performance 

SASS Surface Air Support System 

SASWYB Semi-Automated Scan  

Where You Band 

SBM Stamps by Mail®

SCAN Shipment Confirmation  

Acceptance Notification 

SCF sectional center facility 

SCF price sectional center facility price 

SCRMS Supply Chain Relationship  

Management System 

SDC Service Delivery Calculator;  

stamp distribution center 

SDO stamp distribution office 

SEAM Solution for Enterprise  

Asset Management 

SFS Stamp Fulfillment Services 

SHP subsequent handling pieces 

SOC Stamps on Consignment 

SOX Sarbanes-Oxley Act 

SP Standard Post®; pay period 

SPBS Small Parcel and Bundle Sorter 

SPB tray small parcel and bundle tray 

SPF Shipper-Paid Forwarding 

SPFC Single-Piece First-Class  

Mail® Measurement 

SPLSM single position letter  

sorting machine 

SPLY same period last year 

SPMS Scan Point Management System 

SPPS Spare Parts Planning System;  

special postage payment system 

SPRs small parcels and rolls 

SPSM secondary parcel sorting machine 

SSA sales and services associate 

SSIU Singulator Scan Induction Unit 

SSL Strategic Stocking Location 

SSM sack sorting machine 

SSPC self-service postal center 

SSS Stamp Services System 

STARS Supplier Tracking and  

Rating System 

STC start-the-clock; surface  

transfer center 

STI Service Type Identifier 

STS Supervisory Training System 

SV surface visibility 

SWYB Scan Where You Band 

TACS Time and Attendance  

Collection System 

TARIF Tracking and Reduction in Force 

TB tag blaster 

TE temporary employee;  

transitional employee 

TFP total factor productivity 

THS Terminal Handling Services 

TIGER/ZIP+4 Topological Integrated Geographic  

Encoding and Referencing/ZIP+4 

TIMES Transportation Information  

Management Evaluation System 

TMDC Topeka Material Distribution Center 

TMS Transportation Management System;  



Tray Management System 

TMV total mail visibility 

TOE total operating expense 

TOFC trailer-on-flatcar 

TPF total pieces fed 

TPH total piece handling 

TPO transfer Post Office 

TQM Total Quality Management 

TRACS Transportation Cost System 

TRC temporary relief carrier 

TRF Texas Repair Facility 

TSP Thrift Savings Plan 

TTOE Touch Tone Order Entry 

UAA undeliverable-as-addressed 

U-cart utility cart 

UCP Universal Co-Processor 

UFSM 1000 Upgraded Flats Sorting Machine 1000 

UMS Utility Management System 

UPU Universal Postal Union 

U.S.C. United States Code 

USO Universal Service Obligation 

USPS United States Postal Service®

USPS USPS Corporate Account 

VAP Volume Arrival Profile 

VAR value added refund 

VARS Vending Activity Reporting System 

VER Voluntary Early Retirement 

VERA Voluntary Early  

Retirement Authority 

VFS Ventilation and Filtration System 

VIM vertical improved mail 

VITAL Vehicle Information Transportation  

Analysis and Logistics 

VMAS Vehicle Management  

Accounting System 

VMF vehicle maintenance facility 

VOE Voice of the Employee 

VOIS Vehicle Operations  

Information System 

VP vice president 

VPP Voluntary Protection Program 

VTAPS Vehicle Transportation  

Analysis Performance System 

WABRM Weight Averaging Business  

Reply Mail 

WAG water-activated gum 

WebBATS Web Box Activity Tracking  

System 

WebCCM Web Corporate Complement  

Management 

WebCOINS Web-based Complement  

Information System 

WebEIS Web Enterprise Information  

System 

WebMCRS Web Mail Condition Reporting System 

WEI Workplace Environment  

Improvement 

WFOV Wide Field of View 

ZAP Zone Analysis Program 

ZIP Code™ Zone Improvement Plan Code 



Explanations/Definitions of Assorted Postal Facilities 

Post Offices 

Main post office: The basic organizational unit of the USPS. Generally, each post 
office has primary responsibility for collection, delivery, and retail operations in a specific 
geographic area. [Also called post office.] 

Post office branch: A unit of a main post office that is outside the corporate limits of 
the city or town of the main post office. [Also called classified branch.] 

Post office station: A unit of a main post office that is within the corporate limits of the 
city or town of the main post office. [Also called classified station]. The USPS also 
provides postal services to customers through privately operated facilities: 

Community post office: A contract postal unit that provides service in small 
communities where independent post offices have been discontinued. [It] bears its 
community’s name and ZIP Code as part of a recognized address. 

Contract postal unit: A postal unit that is a subordinate unit within the service area of a 
main post office. It is usually located in a store or place of business and is operated by a 
contractor who accepts mail from the public, sells postage and supplies, and provides 
selected special services (for example, postal money order or registered mail). 

Mail Processing Facilities

Network Distribution Centers (NDCs) were formerly known as bulk mail centers, but 
the USPS changed the name to better reflect the new functions of these 21 centrally 
located facilities. The centers operate more like processing and distribution centers, with 
specific dispatch times for mail to flow to other centers or facilities in the network. 

Processing and Distribution Centers (P&DCs) perform originating and destinating 
processing for their own service areas. There are about 180 P&DCs, which exchange 



mail directly with other P&DCs as well as to their own subordinate P&DFs (if they have 
any) and delivery units. 

Sectional Center Facility (SCF) is an older organization term that describes a mail 
processing facility serving originating or destinating mail in a single or multiple 3-digit 
ZIP Code area. SCFs can be P&DC or P&DFs. There are approximately 470 SCFs. 

A Processing and Distribution Facility (P&DF) is smaller than a P&DC yet will 
generally perform similar outgoing and incoming distribution activities for all mail coming 
from and going to all delivery units. There are about 89 P&DFs. 

Airport Mail Center/Airport Mail Facility (AMC/AMF) is a postal facility at an airport 
that receives, concentrates, transfers, dispatches and distributes mail transported by air. 

--------- 

For over 40 years, Horizon Paper has helped catalogers find the right grade of paper at the right price.

We match the correct paper mill and products with customer needs – as well as offer professional print

advice.  We find innovative Grades and ways to save you money. 

Service  If you have the right paper, it doesn’t mean much without the right service.  Horizon excels in 

servicing the entire paper procurement process.  We develop and manage custom designed, service-

driven paper programs for all of our customers and provide:  

 Order Management and Reporting  Inventory Management 

 Consumption and Waste Analysis   Quality Management 

 Claim Handling   Management Reports 

 Market Intelligence 

Horizon represents mills in both North America, Europe and Asia and is proud to have customer and 

supplier relationships that exceed twenty years. 

At Horizon, our reputation is our most important asset. 

HORIZON PAPER CO., INC. 

1010 Washington Blvd., Stamford, CT 06901          Phone: 866-358-0855           www.horizonpaper.com

Paper is one of your Largest Expenses

You need a Proponent in the Paper Industry

http://www.horizonpaper.com/
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